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National Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women. Racial and ethnic differences affect breast cancer
risk. Early detection and treatment are keys to breast cancer survival. Mammography is the most
reliable way to detect breast cancer. Many factors are associated with an increased risk of breast cancer.

Business/ Ministerial Coalition makes appeal to ‘Save Jackson’

Press conference statements urge ‘cooperation among community leaders’

The Business/Ministerial Coalition prepare to speak at press conference Wednesday, September 30, 2015 PHOTO BY AYESHA K. MUSTAFAA
By Ayesha K. Mustafaa
Editor
A release announcing the
press conference held Wednesday morning, September 30,
2015 in front of City Hall in
Jackson opened with this state-

ment:
“The state of our city requires that we initiate strategies
to save our businesses and improve the quality of life of our
citizens. We can no longer sit
idle while businesses choose to

locate outside of our city limits,
further eroding our tax base.”
In support of this statement,
over 30 religious and business
leaders stood together in support of the appeal. Leading
voices at the press conference

were Bishop Ronnie Crudup of
New Horizon Church and Pastor Dwayne K. Pickett Sr. of
New Jerusalem Church.
“The current state of selfish
ambition, infighting and finger
pointing by our elected officials

has to stop,” said Pickett. “Our
leaders must place the whole
above any individual goal. Any
personal agendas must be taken
off the table and they do what
the people elected them to do.”
Pickett continued, “Every

day that our elected officials
are not working together, we
are losing tax time. Things are
falling apart. We are not strong-
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Businessman LeRoy Walker
JSU holds open house for Atty. Gen. Jim Hood
honored with ‘Hands of
addresses issues
Mass Communication
threatening family stability Providence’ award
Department
Hinds County Human Resource Agency
hosts 21st Annual Awards and Recognition
Gala celebrating 38 years of service

‘The Bottom Line for Kids Benefit Dinner
and Auction’ presented by the Southern
Christian Services for Children and Youth

Attorney General Jim Hood and HCHRA CEO Kenn Cockrell

Maggie Wade and LeRoy Walker

Dr. Elayne H. Anthony
By William H. Kelly III
Associate Editor, JSU
The Blue & White Flash

Inside

The Jackson State University
Department of Mass Communication gave an excited audience
a sneak peak into the future of
media at JSU on Sept. 22 at the
Mississippi e-Center.
A packed room of students,
administrators,
and
guests
learned of the upgrades in facilities, equipment, new faculty
members and the new direction
of the program during the department’s open house.
The program began with
greetings from two students
within the mass communica-

tion department, juniors Jeremy
Anderson and Kendra Brown.
Brown introduced the director
of the Mass Communication Department, Elayne H. Anthony.
Anthony said JSU has a solid
foundation on which to build,
including a radio station, two
television stations, access to two
radio stations, WeatherVision, a
newspaper and a magazine.
“There are not many universities that have this kind of
structure already set up. We will
utilize these resources, coupled
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Graduate student
takes bold step
in race relations
dialogue

The
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rise of Uber car
service
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By Ayesha K. Mustafaa
Editor
Kenn Cockrell, president and CEO of the Hinds
County Human Resource
Agency (HCHRA), greeted the gala dinner guests
Friday evening, September 25, 2015, noting that
the event was to honor the
achievements that families make every day with
HCHRA assistance.
He referenced the “ris-

ing challenges for families at the lower end of the
economic ladder” and the
help needed from a broad
range of community partners to address those challenges.
HCHRA
employees,
partners and supporters
were honored with awards.
The awards were titled:
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park on National Service Day and Projects Future
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By Ayesha K. Mustafaa
Editor
The annual Bottom Line
for Kids Benefit Dinner
and Auction was held at the
Country Club of Jackson on
Tuesday, September 22, featuring great entertainment by
local musicians, a silent and
live auctions, and awards
dinner.
Popular Mississippi artist
Alfred Nicols was the featured artist this year. Master of Ceremonies was lo-

cal businessman Jeff Good.
Auctioneer was Jim Wilkerson.
Maggie Wade of WLBT
News made the presentation
of the Hands of Providence
Awards, which honored individuals making a significant
and positive impact on the
lives of children and youth
through a faith commitment.
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Students, staff and guests
with quality instruction and
practical applications,” Anthony
said.
“And now, we have a national
internship program, where students can work anywhere in the
United States because we have
that kind of contact. The media
have been absolutely fantastic in
helping us.”
Anthony introduced what she
has dubbed ‘the dream team’ of
faculty, staff, and adjunct professors.
Many mass communication
students in attendance were
pleased to hear of the improvements and the university’s commitment to the department.
“I thought the open house was
really beneficial,” said Xylan
Epps, a junior mass communication major from Jackson. “I
saw everyone come together,
especially the advisors and the
director, who gave their insights
and their overview of how the
department is going to go and
where it’s headed. It was encouraging and motivational, especially for me to continue to work
hard this semester.”
Among the many special
guests and mass communication
contributors, Chair of the MC
Advisory Board Ronnie Agnew,
was ecstatic to be in attendance.
“I cannot tell you how excited
I am to be the board chair this
year for this incredible program.
What you guys need to know is
that I came to Jackson 15 years
ago to be the editor of the Clarion Ledger and when I got to that
newsroom, it was full of Jackson
State University students and alums,” said Agnew.
He added, “It is our goal to
make Jackson State University
one of the top programs in the
country, and we will not stop until that happens.”
James C. Renick, provost
and senior vice president for
academic and student affairs,
described the refinements as a
watershed moment in the history
of JSU’s College of Liberal Arts.
“The Department of Mass

Mississippi Link Publisher (C) Jackie Hampton

Mass Communication students Kendra Brown and Jeremy Anderson
Communication is on track
to becoming a free-standingschool. The open house was
another milestone in the development of the new school,” he
said.
Guests at the open house were
then given the opportunity to
visit all facets of the department
and speak to staff and faculty.
The tour included class-

Dr. James C. Renick at podium with Ronnie Agnew (seated)

room facilities, JSUTV, WJSU,
Weathervision, and student publications.
“I believe it was really beneficial for everyone else because
they really get to see what the
department has to offer and the
opportunities,” said Lorenzo
Smith, a sophomore mass communication major from Natchez,
Miss.

The three honorees this
year were LeRoy Walker, Susan Garrard and First Christian Church of Meridian.
Walker was also recently
named the 2014-15 Mentor of
the Year by 100 Black Men of
America, Inc. - being selected from among 126 chapters
nationwide. He was honored
as “one who blazed a trail of
exceptional accomplishments
as a dedicated, engaged and
accomplished mentor.”
Walker is a pillar in the
Jackson community and supports local colleges. In 1994,
he was inducted into the Junior Achievement of Mississippi’s Business Hall of
Fame. He serves on several
business boards in the Jackson area. He often says that
he takes the most pride in
“inspiring people.”
He believes in helping
young people and mentoring
students. He is a founding
member of the Jackson chapter of 100 Black Men.
The First Christian Church
of Meridian was honored for
its volunteer work missions
and gifts for needy children
throughout the state of Mississippi and beyond. Whether
it be for tornado victims or
simple needs of day-to-day
life, from baby formula to
blankets, the church has been
there to assist.
It was instrumental in helping its sister church in New
Orleans getback on its feet.
As part of its “Kentucky Ham
Meal,” they fed over 3,000 a
home cooked breakfast over
a two-day period with over
100 volunteers. It gives a full
scholarship each year for every child in its church to at-
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Winn Umphlett and Maggie Wade

Susan Garrad with Maggie Wade
tend summer camp. Accepting the award on behalf of the
church was Winn Umphlett.
Susan Garrard, president
of the Mississippi Children’s
Museum, was honored for her
civic work, serving on boards
such as the Belhaven Neighborhood Foundation, Jackson
Preparatory School and the
Junior League of Jackson.
She is responsible for the
MCM’s $26.6 million capital campaign that realized the
dream of the 40,000 square
foot museum in Jackson. She
presently serves on the International Association of Children’s Museums’ board of

directors. And she was recognized by Goodwill as a Community Volunteer in 2009.
The proceeds from the dinner and auction benefit the
programs operated by Southern Christian Services for
Children and Youth, Inc.
It is a non-profit, faith
based organization with the
mission “to serve and equip
vulnerable
children
and
youth, assisting them in the
process of becoming selfsufficient and contributing
members of society by helping them to overcome the
barriers created by poverty,
neglect and abuse.”
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arming anyone; it’s not about
anyone else’s agenda. We make
this stand together because life
must be better in this city.”
The
Business/Ministerial
Coalition seeks to offer to the
municipal and county officials
“practical solutions to complicated issues that divide business leaders and elected officials.”
Crudup said there are practical solutions toward “engineering economic development.”
He said, “If we do not grow
the African American business
class in this city, we will not
prosper. The reality is our economic and business class is too
weak and too small to do all the
things we see we need to do.”
Crudup added that businesses are leaving the city going to
other municipalities. “Let us
find ways to grow capacity,”
he said. “We announce this coalition between ministers and
business class to work with our
elected officials.”
Jackson’s majority population is African American, although the “lion share of contracts in the city and county do
not go to African Americans,”
Crudup said. “If we don’t have
a strong and vigorous business
class, things are not going to
change.”
Pickett said there are some
African American business
that have the capacity to do
big business. He also said the
citizens of Jackson are also responsible to patronize the businesses that stay in Jackson.
As a businessman, James
Covington said there is a need
for a disparity study. He made
reference to how the procurement process of professional services are secured. He
pointed to the City, the School
Board, the Airport Authority
which impact business in the
city and area.
Crudup said, “This is historic. And there are some policy
changes that need to be made.
”
In its release, the Coalition
described itself: “The Business/Ministerial
Coalition
seeks to empower citizens using economic equality as a
guiding force to achieve eco-

Pastor Thomas Jenkins leading prayer
nomic empowerment. We believe that can be achieved as
African American businesses
grow and are included in decision making by those who engineer economic advancement
in our community.”
Some of the attendees from
the religious and business
communities were:
Pastor Charles Miller
Pastor Jimmie Lee Edwards
Pastor Thomas Jenkins
James Covington, businessman
Cleophus Amerson, businessman
Jim Nelson, businessman
Van Gordon, businessman
Robert Bell, businessman
Pastor Arthur Sutton, Progressive M.B. Church
Terrence Smith, businessman
Kenneth Taylor, city planner
Julian Pickett, nonprofit organization
Jasmine McCloud, businesswoman
Pastor Charles Miller, Newbirth Fellowship Church
Charles Pickett
Pastor Dwayne Pickett
Bishop Ronnie Crudup
Thelman Boyd, businessman
Tammy Cotton, businesswoman
Socrates Garrett, businessman
Tameka Garrett, businesswoman
Rev. Byron Banks

Pastor Charles Miller praying

Businesswomen Tammy Cotton and Jasmine McCloud

Pastor Dwayne K. Pickett Sr. speaking

Bishop Ronnie Crudup

Businessman James Covington

AT&T bringing broadband to City Council recognizes Watson
nearly 133,000 rural homes Quality Ford as ‘dedicated
and businesses in Mississippi business’ in Jackson
By Brittany Walker
eurweb.com
AT&T is committed to widespread broadband deployment,
including serving those who
live and work in hard-to-reach
and remote areas.
Even with the latest technology, in some areas, broadband
deployment is not economically viable. To address that
problem, in late 2011, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) modernized
its Universal Service program
to support networks capable
of providing broadband and
voice services.
It created the Connect
America Fund (CAF) to expand broadband in rural areas
where market forces and economics do not support expansion.
AT&T has elected to participate in the second phase of the
CAF program in Mississippi,
committing to deploy broadband to more than 133,000 rural homes and businesses.
Created by the FCC, the
CAF
program
promotes
broadband deployment in
high-cost, underserved parts
of the United States. AT&T
Mississippi will receive almost $50 million annually, for

the coming six years, to help
meet the CAF commitment in
the Magnolia State.
“AT&T Mississippi has been
participating in the FCC’s universal service program since
2000,” stated Mayo Flynt,
president of AT&T Mississippi. “The new CAF II funds,
combined with AT&T’s latest
technology, will help us significantly close the broadband
Internet access gap in our
state. It’s very exciting.”
“AT&T’s continued commitment to Mississippi has increased new business opportunities and offered better access
to education and health care in
our communities,” U.S. Senator Roger Wicker said.

“In rural Mississippi, advancing telehealth is important to the well-being of our
citizens. Enhanced connectivity would help ensure that our
innovative medical community can continue to expand
the delivery of solutions and
real-time interactions with
rural patients, hospitals, and
clinics.”
In these new deployment areas, AT&T will deliver broadband at speeds of at least 10
Megabits per second (Mbps)
for downloads and 1 Mbps for
uploads, consistent with the
FCC’s determination.
“Over half of Mississippians live in rural areas, and
our state has the lowest ratio
of physicians to patients in the
nation. Therefore, telemedicine is a vital tool in delivering quality, affordable health
care to rural Mississippi,”
stated Dr. Kristi Henderson,
Chief Telehealth and Innovation Officer for the University
of Mississippi Medical Center.
“AT&T is an important partner in our work, and I applaud
the company’s participation in
the federal CAF program and
their continued commitment
to providing broadband in remote areas.”

Councilman Stokes with Robert Watson and employees of Watson Qyality Ford
The Mississippi Link Newswire
The City Council of
Jackson recently recognized Watson Quality Ford
as a dedicated and longstanding business in the
city.
Ward
3
Councilman
Kenneth Stokes presented
a resolution supporting the

dealership during a regular
city council meeting, Tuesday, September 22, 2015.
“The City of Jackson is
proud to have a dealership
that meets the needs of the
community and is locally
owned and operated,” said
Stokes. “Mr. Watson is in
the store everyday assist-

PHOTO BY JAY JOHNSON

ing his customers and employees.”
Since
1982,
Watson
Quality Ford has been a
part of the Jackson community. As a premier Ford
dealership in Mississippi,
the business guarantees
fair prices and personable
service.
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The Bootstrap Award for
overcoming
challenges;
The Medgar Evers Humanitarian Award in honor of its
namesake’s legacy; others
were J.B. Carr Community
Service Award, the Volunteers of the Year, Agency
Support Award, Bill Cooley Agency Development
Award, Board of Directors
Award, The Cedric Morgan/
Betsy Smith Leadership
Award and the President/
CEO Award.
Mistress of Ceremonies
was Joy Redmond, anchor
and reporter at WDBD Fox
40 and WLBT “3 On Your
Side.” First Lady Rosalind Yarber brought greetings from the mayor. Hinds
County Board of Supervisors Vice President George
S. Smith spoke on behalf of
the board.
Atty Gen. Jim Hood, who
attended with his wife Debbie, was presented the Medgar Evers Humanitarian
Award. Thereafter, he gave
the keynote address pointing to several major issues
threatening family stability.
Hood said so many people read the Bible differently from what he does.
“They read [the Bible] to
protect and fend for themselves. As attorney general
I use the skills I have to
fight for people who can’t
fight for themselves. That is
what we are supposed to be
doing, and this organization
[HCHRA] does that.”
He said there is so much
that everyone can do that
does not cost anything, e.g.
“reading to a child at ages
2, 3 and 5. Statistics are
astronomical of how much
more successful children
will be by someone simply
reading a book to them.”
He continued, “Early
childhood education is one
of the most important things
we can do for the state of
Mississippi’s next generation; yet we are fighting to
try to adequately fund our
schools. But early childhood education is the key
to the future in education in
our state.”
Then Hood addressed domestic violence. He said
that during a grant writing
effort, a lady in his office
“discovered that Mississippi is ranked the fifth worst
in the nation in instances of
domestic homicides.”
He related how during
a school presentation, he
could see in the eyes of
some children that they
knew first hand the sorrows
of domestic violence at
home. “If you learn this behavior, you can unlearn it,”
he said. “There is a need for
anger management training
that deals specifically with
domestic violence.”
He addressed the mentally ill, who are the least
among us, because they do
not have their mental faculties.
“Many people in this organization treat persons
with mental illness who
may not know they have it;
there are kids with mental
illness.” Those children, if
treated for mental illness,
“would not be in jail facilities,” he said.
And the final concern
Hood addressed was the
“prison population.” Hood
said some see victory as
simply turning the inmate
out on society. “But they
didn’t teach them any job
skills, no reform. They don’t
even have a driver’s license
to use to go get a job.”
He concluded, “So many
people are in need in this
country. Organizations like
this are needed to ‘help our
neighbor.’”

Charles “Smarty Pants” and Addie Hooks

First Lady Rosalind Yarber

Eddie Mae Poindexter

Jackson Advocate Publisher Alice Tisdale with HCHRA presenters

Hinds County Supervisor George Smith with Joy Redmond

Publisher Jackie Hampton accepting for The Mississippi Link

Louis Wright of Entergy with presenters Ann Burton and David Knight

David Johnson accepts Diamond award for BankPlus
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Carriage Hills Homeowners
Association cleans park on National
Service Day and Projects Future

I n

M e m o r i a m

Cynthia Bagwell Stimley

Sunrise: May 18, 1949 – Sunset: September 14, 2015

By Janice K. Neal-Vincent, Ph.D.
Contributing Writer
Joe Grant has been president of
the Homeowners Association of
the Carriage Hills subdivision in
South Jackson for one year. According to him, the United States
government set the tone for the
nation to engage collectively in
neighborhood service on Saturday, September 25, 2015.
Ward 4 councilman De’Keither
Stamps organized the Day of Service that brought forth neighborhood volunteers and members
from The Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints to clean up the community park on that cool, early
fall morning.
“Our role is to help get this
park cleaned back up and to
get trees from around the building. We’re scheduled for half a
day. I’m pleased everybody on
this team is happy to pitch in.
Some volunteers are not from
the church,” project leader Mark
Taylor added.
One such volunteer was Jimmy
Banks. He said he volunteered
because “the Bible says if you
can give unto others, give.”
Raymond High School volunteers also supported the project.
Educator Daphney Cole-Smith
escorted three of her 10th graders
and a parent to the event.
What follows is what each supporter stated about the activity of
the day.
“I enjoyed it. It’s a good community event and it should be
done more often. I want these
kids from Raymond High to take
this experience back into their
neighborhood and [do a project
like this]. When we get old and
go to the hospital and can’t go,
these are the future,” Cole-Smith
said reflectively.
Jelisa Smith asserted, “It was
a good experience to come out
from the house and to clean up.”
“It’s good to know that I’m
helping my fellow people for
a good cause because Jackson
doesn’t have much to go to for
positive things,” observed Angel Foster. Then Eldrick Miller
chimed, “It was great to come out
here and support Carriage Hills.”
But what did Angel Foster’s
mother, Glenda Foster have to
say? “It’s good,” she said, “for
the children to learn to be able to
give back and not to always receive in helping one another.”
Volunteer coordinator and
veteran resident, Willa Watson
glowingly expressed gratitude to
volunteers when she said, “We’re
grateful for all volunteers today.
This is the largest group we’ve
had yet.”
Time and beautification ap-

Stimley

National Day of Service volunteers: Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints and friends, Raymond High School, and
Carriage Hills residents. PHOTOS BY JANICE K. NEAL-VINCENT
peared to be factors for goal
achievement. “It may take all day
or three days to clean up the debris. We’re removing a lot of underbrush trees. We’ve just about
reached our goal. Now that we
have the park under control, we
will maintain it bi-weekly,” said
Grant.
Added Watson, “The association’s intention, beginning with
Saturday’s activity, is to revitalize the park. This is the first
phase of many phases. We plan
to have a walking trail, tennis
courts, pavilion, and picnic area,
with community approval. These
will take community support and
finances.”
Former secretary - now treasurer - Lou McDowell has been
a resident for more than 23 years.
She explained: “We’ve been
participating over a decade and
all residents strive to beautify
and maintain the neighborhood
for home value and community
safety.
“All neighbors with long tenure try to keep a positive and
mental attitude to love, as the
bible says, thy neighbor as thyself. Our main goal is to improve
and upkeep our community so
that our property value will not
go down.”
Long-time Carriage Hills residents send out flyers and walk
around and welcome newcomers
in their strides to put them at ease.
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Long-time Carriage Hills resident Lou McDowell
They knock on their doors and invite them to participate in various
activities such as Day of Service.
“We don’t try to force anybody.
We try to instill, however, that if
a person is paying for something
of value, then s/he should try to
keep it up, McDowell interjected.
Joanna Archie, candidate for
Hinds County Judge, and Leon
Seals, candidate for Hinds County Constable District 4, dropped
by to support the community
project and donated items. Also,
led by Ed Sylvester, Willowood
Home Owners Association donated items.
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Cynthia Camille Bagwell
Stimley was born May 18, 1949
in Boston, Massachusetts to the
late William Lawrence Bagwell
and Camille Carey Bagwell. She
was called to her eternal rest
September 14, 2015 in Houston,
Texas.
She was educated in the Boston Public School system and
graduated with a bachelor’s and
master’s degree in education
from Simmons College in Boston.
Cynthia met and married the
love of her life, the late Attorney
Frank Durand Stimley, while
completing her Master’s degree
in Boston. Soon thereafter, she
moved to her husband’s hometown of Jackson, Mississippi.
This union produced two children, Kahrna and Vincent.
She was employed as an accountant for over 32 years at
her husband’s law firm. And
never one to be in the background, Cynthia was kind and
compassionate to all people.
She expressed that trait in many
organizations including her
leadership in the National Coalition of the 100 Black Women,
where she chaired and organized
the NCW Central MS Chapter’s
first Economic Empowerment
program -“My Sister’s Keeper,”
a financial literacy workshop.
She also served on the national
committee for this program.
Cynthia was also a former
president of the Jackson VA

Volunteers bagging trash

The Mississippi Link accepts no responsibility for unsolicited materials and in general does not return them
to sender. Manuscripts and photographs submitted for
publication are welcome by The Mississippi Link, but no
responsibility can be taken for sources considered to be
authoritative, because the publication cannot guarantee
their accuracy. Reproduction or use, without permission,
of editorial or graphic content, is prohibited.

Rev. Dr. Barron Banks, chaplain and past vice president of the
Homeowners Association, has
been residing in the community
since 1993. “When we moved in
here, some of our white residents
thought we were going to tear up
the neighborhood, but they discovered we maintained the property and many stayed initially.”
The average resident has been
in Carriage Hills for 25 years. It
is seen in a positive light from the
outside community. For example,
the Constat Police Department
has recently cited Carriage Hills
number 1 in community safety.

Club 6930 Toastmasters, a
member of the Links, Inc. and
served as the chair of the Anderson United Methodist Church
Social Justice Ministry.
Her interest and advocacy for
quality education for all children was conveyed as a member of the boards of the New
Hope Baptist Church Christian
School, National Coalition of
100 Black Women and the Links
Program for girls, HEIR-OLINK.
To know Cynthia was to simply love her. Everything about
her was unique, original and
will never be duplicated. The
strength of her character was
beyond amazing and a gift from
the Lord.
She was a beautiful person
who cared about the well being of others. Her passion was
providing her children with an
education while modeling an
attitude of selflessness and generosity. Her acts of kindness
are just some of her God given
talents and will be felt for many
generations to come.
Cynthia leaves to mourn her
passing and cherish her memories her mother, Camille Bagwell
of Boston, Mass.; two children
Kahrna Stimley Washington
of Madison, Miss. and Vincent
Durand Stimley of Jackson: two
grandchildren Khristian Stimley Washington of Madison,
Miss. and Ahmarey Jeremiah
Stimley of Hattiesburg, Miss.:
two brothers Lawrence Anthony
Bagwell of Hartford, Conn. and
Wendell Oliver Bagwell of Boston, Mass.: one sister Phyllis
Bagwell Cater of Philadelphia,
Penn.: two adopted sisters Mary
Udoh of Dallas, Texas and Paula
Sneed of Chicago, Ill. and a host
of family and friends who will
miss her generous, warm spirit
and beautiful smile.
“To hear her laugh was contagious. To see her smile was
enlightening. To hear her talk
was inspiring. To watch her
mingle was impressive. To be
in her presence was a blessing.
To have her touch your life was
gratifying.” - The Family

Joe Grant, president, Carriage Hills Homeowners Association and Mark Taylor,
project leader, Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
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Russia begins airstrikes in
Syria, but west disputes targets

www.mississippilink.com

No shutdown: Congress
approves bill to keep
government open
By Andrew Taylor
Associated Press

In this image made from video provided by Homs Media Centre, which has been verified and is consistent with
other AP reporting, smoke rises after airstrikes by military jets in Talbiseh of the Homs province, western Syria,
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2015. Homs Media Centre via AP
By Nataliya Vasilyeva
and Jim Heintz
Associated Press
MOSCOW - Russia launched
airstrikes Wednesday in Syria,
sharply escalating Moscow’s
role in the conflict but also raising questions about whether its
intent is fighting Islamic State
militants or protecting longtime
ally, President Bashar Assad.
President Vladimir Putin
called it a pre-emptive strike
against the militants, and the
Russian Defense Ministry said
its warplanes targeted and destroyed eight positions belonging to extremists from the IS
group, also known as ISIL or
ISIS. It did not give specific
locations.
But French Defense Minister
Jean-Yves Le Drian told lawmakers in Paris: “Curiously,
they didn’t hit Islamic State. I

will let you draw a certain number of conclusions yourselves.”
U.S. Defense Secretary Ash
Carter also said the Russians
appeared to have targeted areas
that did not include IS militants and complained Moscow
did not use formal channels to
give advance notice of its airstrikes to Washington, which is
conducting its own airstrikes in
Syria against the Islamic State
group.
He said the Russians should
not be supporting the Assad
government and their military
moves are “doomed to fail.”
U.S. Secretary of State John
Kerry said Washington was
prepared to welcome Russian
military action in Syria as long
as it is directed against IS and
other al-Qaida affiliates, but
would have “grave concerns”
if it conducted strikes against

other groups.
The U.S. and Russia both
agree on the need to fight the Islamic State but not about what
to do with Assad. The Syrian
civil war, which grew out of
an uprising against Assad, has
killed more than 250,000 people since March 2011 and sent
millions of refugees fleeing to
other countries in the Middle
East and Europe.
Russia’s first airstrikes in
Syria came after Putin met
Monday with President Barack
Obama on the sidelines of the
U.N. General Assembly in New
York, where they discussed
Moscow’s military buildup in
the country.
Obama had said the U.S. and
Russia could work together on
a political transition, but only
if the result was Assad’s departure.

Vatican observers
raise questions over
clerk’s Pope visit
By Claire Galofaro
and Rachel Zoll
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The private meeting Pope Francis held
with defiant Kentucky clerk Kim
Davis is a strong papal endorsement of religious resistance to
gay marriage, but it doesn’t necessarily mean he approves of how
she’s waged her fight, experts
said Wednesday.
The Vatican
newspaper,
L’Osservatore Romano, said their
encounter in Washington last
Thursday was private. Out of deference to the Vatican, Davis’ attorney, Mat Staver, would not say
how it was arranged. The Vatican
essentially confirmed it, without
further comment.
Davis said she grasped the
pope’s outstretched hand, and he
told her to “stay strong.”
Davis refused to issue any marriage licenses in Rowan County,
Kentucky rather than comply
with the Supreme Court ruling
that effectively legalized gay
marriage nationwide. She served
five days in jail rather than resign.
Some of her deputies now issue
licenses without her authority,
and she claims they are invalid.
“Just knowing that the pope is
on track with what we’re doing
and agreeing, you know, it kind
of validates everything,” Davis
told ABC News.
But Vatican observers say
that’s reading too much into the
visit.
“You can’t take his presence
with somebody as his affirmation
of everything that they stand for,”
said Cathleen Kaveny, a theologian and legal scholar at Boston
College. “He thanked her for
her courage and told her to stay

WASHINGTON - Just
hours before a midnight
deadline, a bitterly divided
Congress approved a stopgap
spending bill Wednesday to
keep the federal government
open - but with no assurance
there won’t be yet another
shutdown showdown in December.
Democrats helped beleaguered House Republican
leaders pass the measure by
277-151 - a lopsided vote
shrouding deep disagreements
within the GOP - after the
Senate approved it by a 7820 tally earlier in the day. The
votes sent the bill to President
Barack Obama for his signature.
Approval of such stopgap
measures used to be routine,
but debate this year exposed
acrimonious divisions between pragmatic Republicans
such as House Speaker John
Boehner and more junior lawmakers in the party’s tea party
wing who are less inclined to
compromise.
The tea partyers had demanded that the must-pass
measure be used to punish
Planned Parenthood, stripping
it of federal money because of
its practice of supplying tissue from aborted fetuses for
scientific research.
House Republicans opposed the measure by a clear
margin, but Democratic support was unanimous.
The legislation finances the
government through Dec. 11,
providing 10 weeks to negotiate a more wide-ranging budget deal that would carry past
the 2016 presidential election.
But the talks promise to be
difficult, and success is not
assured.
Boehner is resigning from
Congress at the end of October, a decision he announced
last week after informing Republicans he would not risk
a government shutdown over
Planned Parenthood.
A similar fight over imple-

House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy of Calif., center, walks to a procedural vote and debate in the House on a stopgap spending bill to avert a
government shutdown, Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2015, on Capitol Hill in Washington. AP Photo/Jacquelyn Martin
menting Obama’s health
care law sparked a 16-day
shutdown two years ago that
Boehner, Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky and other top Republicans did not want to
repeat in election season.
McConnell is seeking to protect embattled incumbents
in Democratic-leaning states
such as Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, while some GOP
conservatives are more apt
to use the battle to appeal to
the party’s core voters on the
right.
“Today was a win for the
Washington cartel, and another setback for the American
people,” said Rep. Ted Cruz,
R-Texas, who is using combat
with Washington GOP leaders
to help define his presidential
campaign. “Republican leadership chose to abandon its
constitutional power of the
purse and to fund 100 percent
of President Obama’s failed
agenda.”
Support from Democrats
also helped power the measure through the Senate, all of
the opposition coming from
conservative Republicans.
Longtime lawmakers bemoaned the chronic dysfunction on Capitol Hill and the
collapse of the annual appropriations process that is supposed to be wrapped up by
now. Democrats demanding a

new budget deal have blocked
work in the Senate, while a
fight over the Confederate
flag halted work in the House
with only six of the 12 annual
spending bills having passed.
“It is to my great dismay
that we are at this point again,
requiring a temporary BandAid to buy us time to do our
duty,” said Rep. Hal Rogers,
R-Ky., chairman of the Appropriations Committee, during House debate.
Tea party anger directed at
Boehner over the Planned Parenthood issue helped prod the
Ohio Republican’s announcement to step down. His decision - and other House leadership races - have highlighted
divisions between more pragmatic Republicans and hardline conservative wing that
is increasingly prominent in
Congress, especially in the
rough-and-tumble House.
McConnell said Tuesday
that he and Boehner spoke
with Obama recently and
that he expects budget negotiations to get underway soon.
The turmoil in the House,
where many conservatives
want to block spending increases, is certain to complicate the talks, which are likely
to focus on swapping nearterm budget increases for the
Pentagon and domestic programs for longer-term saving
elsewhere in the budget.

Whole Foods to stop selling
products made by inmates
FILE - In this Sept. 14, 2015 file photo, Rowan County Clerk Kim Davis
makes a statement to the media at the front door of the Rowan County
Judicial Center in Morehead, Ky. Davis, who refused to issue marriage
licenses to same-sex couples, says she met briefly with the pope during his historic visit to the United States. AP Photo/Timothy D. Easley, File
strong. That’s a commitment to
her voice in the conversation. I
don’t think it’s necessarily commitment to her policy views.”
Staver’s revelation that Francis
met his Apostolic Christian client at the Vatican Embassy after
speaking to Congress provided a
stunning coda to the pope’s triumphant visit, which ended Sunday.
Francis largely steered clear of
divisive culture war issues, telling
the U.S. bishops to avoid “harsh
and divisive” language despite
the challenges they face in society.
From the start of his six-day
tour, Francis encouraged Americans to preserve religious freedom. At the White House, he said
“American Catholics are committed to building a society which is
truly tolerant and inclusive,” then
said “they are likewise concerned
that efforts to build a just and
wisely ordered society respect
their deepest concerns and their

right to religious liberty.”
Religious freedom, Francis
said, is “one of America’s most
precious possessions.”
Davis, and her husband were
called to the Vatican Embassy
Thursday. They met with the
pope for less than 15 minutes, but
left inspired as the pope thanked
her for her courage and told her to
“stay strong,” Staver said.
That’s puzzling to Francis
DeBernardo, who runs the New
Ways Ministry, which seeks acceptance for gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender Catholics. The
pope had turned away a crush of
advocacy groups lobbying to see
him, including Catholic schools
and heads of Catholic nonprofits. That he carved out even a
few minutes in his event-packed
schedule for Davis was noteworthy.
“It throws a wet blanket on
the goodwill that the pontiff had
garnered during his U.S. visit last
week,” DeBernardo said.

By Candice Choi
AP Food Industry Writer
WRITERNEW YORK Whole Foods will stop selling
products made using a prison
labor program after a protest at
one of its stores in Texas.
The company said the products should be out of its stores
by April 2016, if not sooner.
Whole Foods said it has sold
tilapia, trout and goat cheese
produced through a Colorado
inmate program at some stores
since at least 2011.
Michael Silverman, a Whole
Foods spokesman, said the
company had sourced the products because the program was
a way to “help people get back
on their feet and eventually become contributing members of
society.”
But he said the company decided to end the practice because some customers were uncomfortable with it.
The tilapia, trout and cheese
in question come through Colorado Correctional Industries,
a division of Colorado’s department of corrections. On its
website, CCI said its mission is
to train inmates with skills and
work ethics that help them se-

cure employment after release.
Dennis Dunsmoor, director of
the program, said the program
doesn’t provide goods directly
to Whole Foods, but that its
partners do. He said inmates
who volunteer for the program
are paid 74 cents to $4 a day,
and are eligible for performance
bonuses.
Inmate work is typically used
for government needs, such as
the production of license plates
or office furniture for state
agencies, said Marc Mauer, executive director of The Sentencing Project, a criminal justice
research and advocacy group.
But he said several states have
programs where prisons contract with private companies.
Mauer said the programs can
benefit inmates by giving them
productive work and training
in useful skills, but that there’s
potential for exploitation, since
companies typically pay far less
for prison labor than they otherwise would.
Michael Allen, a prison reform advocate, said Whole
Foods informed him of its
change in policy after he organized a protest at one of the
company’s stores in Houston

this weekend.
Whole Foods Market Inc.
is based in Austin, Texas. Although other companies sell
products made by inmates, Allen said he thought it was hypocritical of Whole Foods to do
so.
Haystack Mountain Goat
Dairy, which uses milk from
herds managed by inmates, sells
to various markets, restaurants
and cheese shops, said John
Scaggs, the company’s director
of sales and marketing.
Quixotic Farming, which sells
tilapia and works with Colorado
Correctional Industries, said the
majority of its tilapia is raised
on Missouri farms using civilian
workers. But it said it is proud
of its work with CCI to help inmates there learn a job skill they
can use when released.
In its 2014 annual report,
Colorado Correctional Industries said it employed more than
1,800 inmates, with the goal of
doubling the program over the
next decade. It said more than
80 percent of inmates with at
least six months experience
remain out of jail a year after
release, compared with the national average of 62 percent.
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September is Prostate Cancer Awareness Month

Should you be screened for prostate cancer?
Men’s Health Network
If you ask Bernie Wooden,
he’ll tell you straight out that a
simple blood test saved his life.
The test in question is the PSA
(for prostate specific antigen).
Wooden, a 68-year-old African American man living near
Washington, D.C., had been
getting it done every year. “My
doctor had been comparing my
PSA levels from year to year,”
he said. “After one of my physicals he calls and tells me that
the levels had gone up since
the year before, and he referred
me to a urologist.” The urologist ran some tests, took several
small tissue samples, and found
seven cancerous tumors.
Wooden’s story is hardly
unique. The PSA used to be
given to men fairy routinely.
And men around the country and the world - believe they’re
alive today because their doctor noticed a sudden increase in
their PSA levels. But in 2012,
the U.S. Preventive Services
Task Force (USPSTF) issued
a recommendation against doing PSA screening for prostate
cancer, saying that the harms of
the test outweigh the benefits.
That recommendation ignited a
huge, and not always civil, debate among people who work
in men’s health.
Some supported the USPSTF
recommendation, saying that
prostate cancer typically grows
very slowly and men are more
likely to die with prostate cancer then from it, the PSA test
leads to overdiagnosis and an
abnormal PSA test could drive
a man to pursue unnecessary
treatment or surgical proce-

dures. Side effects, many of
which are permanent, include
urinary incontinence, erectile
dysfunction, and bowel dysfunction.
Proponents of the PSA test
point out that prostate cancer
is the most common non-skincancer in men, and that while
some prostate cancers are slow
developing, others are extremely aggressive. They also note
that only healthcare professionals can order surgery or other
treatments and that not having
PSA measurements removes an
important data point that could
help men and their providers
assess the patient’s risk, evaluate all of their options.
In some cases, including
Berne Wooden’s, that treatment plan might include medical procedures such as radiation and surgery. For others,
the best approach is to simply
“watch and wait,” also called
“Active Surveillance.” In either case, the decision is made
by the patient, his family, and
his doctor.
When evaluating the risks vs.
rewards of a particular health
screening, experts often look
at the number of patients who
would have to be screened in
order to save one life. For prostate cancer, that number used to
be very high. However, thanks
to more accurate diagnosis
techniques and looking at the
impact of screening at longer
timepoints, the ratio of screenings to lives saved is now in the
same range for prostate cancer
as it is for breast cancer. And
while the Task Force recommended fewer mammograms

Wooden

Patierno

for women, they didn’t go as
far as recommending that they
not be done at all.
The big question is whether
getting a PSA test will help
men live longer. According
to the USPSTF, “the precise,
long-term effect of PSA screening on prostate cancer - specific
mortality remains uncertain.”
Dr. Steven R. Patierno, a professor at the Duke University
Medical Center and Deputy Director of the Duke Cancer Institute, agreed that more research
is needed, but he disagreed with
the recommendation against
using the PSA screening at all.
New studies are already
showing that, as a result of the
USPSTF’s recommendations,
fewer men are being screened
for PSA, and there is significant confusion among primary
care physicians about whether
or not to recommend screening to their age-appropriate patients.
Using other tools, doctors
are still able to diagnose prostate cancer. The biggest concern is that, instead of catching

the disease before it becomes
symptomatic, they may now
start seeing patients for the
first time in a later state of the
disease or who have already
developed severe symptoms.
“If they wait until they have
blood in their urine before they
come in,” said Patierno, “at that
point, treatment options are
more limited.”
There’s no question in Bernie Wooden’s mind that he
would have been one of those
men. He had none of the traditional symptoms of prostate
problems: He wasn’t getting up
multiple times at night to urinate; he didn’t have blood in
his urine; he wasn’t overly tired
or thirsty; he didn’t have erectile difficulties. In fact, he felt
just fine. Without those regular
PSA tests, his cancer might not
have been detected until it was
too late.
So what’s a man to do - or
what should women do to help
the men in their life?
One problem with the Task
Force’s recommendation is that
it didn’t adequately take into

account high risk individuals,
including African American
men as a whole and any man
who had a close relative (father
or brother) who died of prostate
cancer.
For Patierno, the big issue
with the PSA isn’t overscreening or overdiagnosis. “It’s what
you do with the information
once you have a suspicious
finding.” His own recommendations are generally in line
with those published in 2015
by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN).
• Men who are in a high-risk
group (African American, family history of prostate cancer, or
confirmed BRCA1 or BRCA2
genetic mutation) or who are
interested in screening should
get a PSA test and digital rectal
exam at age 40. Those will be a
baseline for future tests. If the
PSA is 1 or greater, the patient
should receive annual followups. If the PSA is less than 1,
the patient should have a follow-up screening at age 45.
• All men 50 and over should
have PSA screening, with the
frequency guided by PSA levels. Increasing evidence indicates that if the PSA level is
less than 1, the chance of dying
from prostate cancer is negligible. But if it’s between 1
and 3, the risk is much higher.
Those men should get “active
surveillance,” which means
regular PSAs (usually no more
than once every six months) to
track whether or how quickly
the disease is advancing. The
only way to do that is if you
have a baseline test. Increasingly, Active Surveillance pro-

tocols include more sophisticated imaging methods of
detecting prostate cancer and
distinguishing aggressive from
indolent prostate cancer.
• As a diagnostic tool, PSA
testing is most effective for
men 55-69. Older men (over
age 75) or those with a life expectancy of less than 10 years
should probably discontinue
PSA screening.
If the results of the PSA concern the healthcare provider,
it’s time for a heart-to-heart
to determine the best course
of action. The first step will
undoubtedly be to confirm
the PSA results with a digital
rectal exam (DRE), MRI, ultrasound, or, in some cases, a
biopsy.
As far as treatment, in many
cases, it starts with active surveillance. Beyond that, “we’re
getting more and more sophisticated in our ability to identify whom to treat, whom not
to treat, and what treatments to
choose,” says Patierno.
Bernie Wooden suggests
that if a man is referred to a
urologist or other specialist
for additional tests, he take a
relative or close friend along.
“After the doctor said the word
‘cancer,’ I didn’t hear anything
else,” he said. “Fortunately,
my wife was paying close attention and she was able to fill
me in after we got home.”
For more information on
PSA screening, prostate cancer, and treatment options,
visit www.prostatehea
lthguide.com and Men’s
Health Network at menshealthnetwork.org
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SPOTLIGHT: Casey Elementary
only school in Mississippi named
a National Blue Ribbon School
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Hattie E. Casey Elementary School in Jackson Public
Schools has won recognition
as a National Blue Ribbon
School for 2015. Casey embraces the Whole Schools
Initiative that uses the arts as
a vehicle for promoting high
quality instruction and learning for all students.
The National Blue Ribbon Schools program distinguishes and honors schools
for helping students achieve
at very high levels and for
making significant progress in
closing the achievement gap.
On the 2013 MCT2 tests,
• In third grade, 87 percent
scored proficient or above in
language arts, and 87 percent
scored proficient or above in
mathematics.
• In fourth grade, 94 percent
of students scored proficient
or above in language arts, and
94 percent scored proficient or
above in mathematics.
• In fifth grade, 82 percent
scored proficient or above in
language arts, and 88 percent
scored proficient or above in
mathematics.
Every year for nine years,
Casey has achieved AYP (Annual Year Progress) and exceeded growth expectations.
When data is disaggregated
for groups of students based
on race, gender, and socioeconomic status, Casey’s
achievement gap has narrowed and frequently disappeared. In 2014, Casey was
one of only two Mississippi
schools to receive the High
Performing award through
the Mississippi Department
of Education’s Champions of
Change program.
“Casey teachers, students,
and parents are 100 percent focused on the work of improving student achievement,”

Casey Elementary
said former Casey principal
Leslie Coleman.
“At Casey, we’ve utilized
multiple trends and strategies to make improvements.
We’ve had a very strong belief
that the integration of the arts
into our academic subjects
addresses the multiple learning styles of our students and
makes learning more meaningful. We’ve managed to
close the achievement gap at
Casey and these things together are what makes Casey a National Blue Ribbon School.”
“I have had barely two
months to learn to know
Casey, yet I already see clearly why Casey is a Blue Ribbon
school - amazing teachers who
give consistent, high quality
instruction, the blending of
arts and academics, a culture
that embraces every child, an
effective intervention system,
and tremendous parent and
community support,” said
Casey Principal Rhoda Yoder.
Jackson Public Schools held
a recognition ceremony celebrating Casey’s Blue Ribbon
School honor on Wednesday,
September 30, 2015, at the
school located at 2101 Lake
Circle.
“I congratulate Casey Elementary School for being recognized as the only 2015 Na-

tional Blue Ribbon School in
the state of Mississippi,” said
JPS Superintendent Dr. Cedrick Gray. “The academic performance in Casey Elementary is the result of focused
students, teachers, education
leaders and parents working
together toward the same goal
of high student achievement.”
U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced
the 335 schools named National Blue Ribbon Schools
for 2015, calling upon these
educational leaders to share
their secrets of success with
schools, families, and communities.
These schools demonstrate
that all students can achieve to
high levels. The schools represent public and non-public
elementary, middle and high
schools.
The National Blue Ribbon
Schools will be honored at a
recognition ceremony on November 9-10, 2015, in Washington, D.C. Each school will
receive an award plaque and
a flag as symbols of their accomplishments.
Since the inception of the
program in 1982, more than
8,000 of America’s schools
have received the coveted National Blue Ribbon Schools
award.

2015-2016 District Calendar
2015-16 JPS District Calendar

October 16 & 19, 2015

Fall Break (District-wide Closure)

October 30, 2015

Parent-Teacher Conference Day No School for Students

November 23–27, 2015

Thanksgiving Break (District-wide Closure)

December 14, 2015
December 18, 2015

Hanukkah
Winter Break Begins/First Semester Ends 60% Day

January 4, 2016

Winter Break Ends/Second Semester Begins Teachers
and Staff Return (Professional Development)

January 5, 2016

Students Return

January 18, 2016

Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday (District-wide
Closure)

March 7–11, 2016

Spring Break (District-wide Closure)

March 25 & 28, 2016

Easter Break (District-wide Closure)

May 23 & 24, 2016

Graduation Ceremonies (School Days for All Students)

May 25, 2016

Last Day for Students 60% Day

May 27, 2016

Last Day for Teachers

May 30, 2016

Memorial Day (District-wide Closure)

The following days will be used for Inclement Weather Make-Up Days as
needed:
• March 25, 2016
• March 28, 2016
Inclement Weather Procedure: The district will delay the start of school
when possible to address inclement weather if necessary. If additional
inclement weather days are needed, adjustments to the calendar will be
made	
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United Way and Belk
provide school uniforms
to JPS families
The Mississippi Link Newswire
This school term for Jackson Public School students,
United Way of the Capital Area
acknowledged a generous donation of over 3,000 school
uniform pieces from Belk Department Stores Corporation,
which were donated to students
in the JPS District.
Superintendent Dr. Cedrick
Gray and Partners in Education
(PIE) Director Thea Faulkner
thanked Belk and United Way
for their support of the families
that they serve.
“We are incredibly grateful
for our school uniform partner, United Way of the Capital
Area, and the support of the
Jackson community,” said Michael Matheny, store manager
of the Northpark location.
“We are proud to reciprocate in a way that will be truly
meaningful to those who will
benefit most, children.”
“Belk’s generous donation
will help the District provide
some relief to these families

JPS Superintendent Dr. Cedrick Gray presented a plaque in appreciation of Belk Dept. Store’s donation to Store Manager Michael
Matheny with PIE Director Thea Faulkner and Carol Burger, CEO of
United Way of the Capital Area, look on.
who are struggling just to meet
basic needs,” said Carol Burger, United Way of the Capital
Area president/CEO.
“Jackson Public Schools is
very grateful for the generous gift of school uniforms
by Belk,” said Dr. Gray. “This
donation will help address the
needs of our scholars. Our
school district is made more

Have You
suffered

or a

successful thanks to caring
organizations like Belk and
United Way of the Capital Area
who make the education of our
children a priority.”
The uniforms were received
by the Partners in Education
Office in the summer, and
thanks to help from volunteers,
the office distributed uniforms
to schools as requested.

Loved One

injury or death
due to an

Inferior Vena Cava (IVC)
Filter?
You may be entitled to a
recovery!
The IVC filter is supposed to temporarily protect patients
from blood clots. Instead, the medical device has caused some
serious injury including filter fracture, migration or
perforation. Patients have also suffered pulmonary embolism,
compromised respiration, stroke and even death.
The manufacturers of IVC filters may not have done
enough testing or released all of their findings before putting
the devices on the market. It is alleged that they knew about
the problems, but failed to warn the public about the risk.
The Food and Drug Administration has issued warnings
regarding IVC filters. If you have had an IVC filter implanted,
you might have a claim. Call us today to have your case
evaluated.

For More Information
and to

Evaluate Your Claim
Call 800 518 5610
Services	
  offered	
  by	
  Sweet	
  &	
  Associates	
  in	
  Jackson,	
  MS	
  whose	
  lawyers	
  are	
  licensed	
  in	
  MS,	
  AL,	
  IL	
  and	
  the	
  District	
  of	
  Columbia.	
  
Free	
  background	
  information	
  is	
  available	
  upon	
  request.	
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JSU receives NSF grant to expand
Yu receives HBCU
Pioneer Award at National STEM opportunities for female faculty
at
other
minority-serving
institutions
Chemistry Conference

The Mississippi Link Newswire
Jackson State University professor Hongtao Yu, chair of the
Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry in the College of
Science, Engineering and Technology, received the HBCU Pioneer
Award from the National Organization for the Professional Advancement of Black Chemists and
Chemical Engineers (NOBCChE)
at their recent conference.
The award is given annually to
distinguished leadership in student recruitment, graduation and
exceptional research. Yu was celebrated for his guidance of the department to national achievements
including:
• A top-three producer of African-American chemists at all academic levels
• A top 100 chemistry department in federal funding
• Leading chemistry department
in publishing, averaging seven
peer-reviewed papers per faculty
per year.
Richard Aló, dean of the College of Science, Engineering and
Technology at JSU, said, “Dr. Yu’s
dedication and enthusiasm about
our students’ success is evidence
of exemplary service not only to
Jackson State University but to
the field of chemistry as well. We
understand the importance of engaging students of color in today’s
STEM fields, and we are proud

that Dr. Yu is being
honored for his hard
work.”
Yu joined the JSU
faculty in 1996 and is
engaged in research
focused on chemical
toxicology,
organic
chemistry, photochemistry,
environmental
chemistry and biochemistry. Among the
courses he teaches are
organic chemistry, special topics in biochemistry (photochemistry
and photobiology) and
introduction to scientific research.
Yu has been recognized by the Mis- Dr. Hongtao Yu, chair of JSU’s Department of
sissippi
Academy Chemistry and Biochemistry in the College of
of Sciences and the Science, Engineering and Technology
American Chemical
Society. Additionally,
attribute this award to two former
he serves as associate editor for the department chairs, Drs. Richard
Journal of Environmental Science Sullivan and James Perkins, for
Health, Part C: Environmental their outstanding leadership and
Carcinogenesis and Ecotoxicology unparalleled vision.”
Reviews
NOBCChE’s mission is to assist
Yu said, “Receiving the HBCU people of color in fully realizing
Pioneer Award is a true testa- their potential in academic, profesment to the hard-working, world- sional and entrepreneurial pursuits
class faculty and staff of Jackson in chemistry, chemical engineering
State University’s Department of and related fields by encouraging
Chemistry and Biochemistry and college students to pursue graduthe strong leadership of the uni- ate degrees in science, technolversity’s administration over an ogy, engineering and mathematics
extended period of time. I also (STEM) disciplines.

Alcorn student accepted into the Teach
for America program
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Alcorn State University’s bright
students continue to move the university forward with their scholastic
acheivements.
Johnna Hooten, a senior majoring
in elementary education with a concentration in English, was recently
accepted into the Teach for America
program. Teach for America is a
nonprofit organization that is growing the movement of leaders who
work to ensure that kids growing up
in poverty get an excellent education. The program also helps our nation deliver on the promise of equal
opportunity for all students.
Hooten, who has patiently waited
for her chance to enter the program,
was pleased to learn of her acceptance.
“I am beyond excited about being

accepted,” said Hooten, a Jackson,
Mississippi native. “I always wanted
to be part of this program since I first
found out about it. This has been on
my to-do-list because teaching is my
passion and I love giving back to the
younger generation.”
Hooten, who is the president of
the Student National Educational
Association, said that Alcorn has
done an exceptional job at preparing
her for her dreams.
“This was far away from my
comfort zone at first. When I accepted the challenge, I told myself
that I can do whatever I put my
mind to doing. Being a part of the
Student National Educational Association will open a lot of doors for
me because I will get the chance to
meet lots of people. You never know
where your next blessing will come

Hooten
from when you step outside your
comfort zone.”
Hooten said that she wants to
teach elementary school in Mississippi for two years before moving
out of state. She also has plans of
authoring more books in the future.
She is the author of the book, “I
Want to Make An A.”

Alcorn’s Larry Smith to be inducted into
the Mississippi Sports Hall of Fame
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Larry Smith’s revered basketball
career just soared to new heights.
Smith, a Rolling Fork, Mississippi native, will be inducted
into the Mississippi Sports Hall
of Fame. His induction was announced at a news conference in
Jackson.
“We would like to congratulate
Larry for being selected for induction into the Mississippi Sports
Hall of Fame,” said Alcorn’s Director of Athletics Derek Horne.
“Larry has been a great ambassador for Alcorn and the state of
Mississippi. We are extremely
proud of him and look forward to
celebrating his enshrinement.”
Smith was a standout player
during his days at Alcorn. He led
all Division I players in rebounding by averaging 15.1 per game.
He also averaged 20.1 points per
game. He was named the Southwestern Athletic Conference’s
(SWAC) Player and Athlete of
the Year in his final two seasons.
In four years, he scored 1,852
points (16.7 points per game) and
snatched 1,234 rebounds (11.1 rebounds per game).

“Alcorn was the perfect place
for me,” recalled a seriously competitive Larry Smith. “Alcorn gave
me the confidence I needed to
succeed and I’m blessed to have
been surrounded by tremendous
people like coach Davey Whitney
and coach Lonnie Walker. Alcorn
gave me many outstanding opportunities that prepared me for my
future.”
The Golden State Warriors
drafted Smith with the 24th pick
in the 1980 NBA Draft. He was
selected to the 1981 All-Rookie
Team. Known as “Mr. Mean” for
his serious demeanor, Smith was
one of the league’s top rebounders in the 1980s. He ranks third
in Warriors’ franchise history behind Nate Thurmond and Wilt
Chamberlain with 6,440 rebounds.
Smith played in the NBA for 13
years (1980-1993) with the Warriors, the Houston Rockets and the
San Antonio Spurs.
Smith worked as an assistant
coach under Rudy Tomjanovich
with the Rockets from 1993 until
2002, helping them capture their
back-to-back NBA titles in 1994
and 1995. After coaching for the

Rockets for
10
years,
Smith
was
hired as an assistant coach
for the Atlanta Hawks
in 2003. In
2004, the Los
Angeles Lakers hired him.
Smith
re- Smith
turned home
to lead the
Alcorn Men’s basketball team as
head coach from 2008 to 2011. He
currently serves as the director of
athletic development at Alcorn.
Smith inherited his love for the
game from his high school coach,
George Willis, who was a wellknown Alcornite, in Hollandale,
Miss.
“I’m speechless and all of this
is overwhelming to me, to realize
how far I’ve come as a student of
the game and a person. I’m just
grateful to everyone, especially
my wife and family, the Mississippi Sports Hall of Fame, my Alcorn
family, friends and supporters.
Thank you so much.”

The Mississippi Link Newswire
Jackson State University has
received a $749,273 grant from
the National Science Foundation
to expand its ADVANCE Women
of Color Summer Writing Retreat
(SWR) to six other minority-serving institutions. The project will
promote the scholarly activities of
women of color faculty in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics and the social and behavioral sciences.
The funding will support the
creation of a five-year learning
network among JSU and Tennessee State University, Tougaloo
College, the University of Texas
Rio Grande Valley, Norfolk State
University, Winston Salem State
University and the University of
the Virgin Islands.
“Our SWR has helped JSU’s
female STEM faculty make scholarly writing and publishing a priority. The program has helped

create a more inclusive academic
environment and community of
scholars for the university,” said
Dr. Loretta Moore, vice president
for research and federal relations.
“This grant will allow us to expand that work to our partnering
universities to create an environment for women STEM faculty to
be successful there.”
Moore worked with Dr. Evelyn
Leggette, associate vice president
for academic affairs, and Deidre
L. Wheaton, assistant professor of
continuing education, on the grant
proposal.
Dr. Ala R. Qubbaj, vice provost for faculty affairs and diversity at the University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley (UTRGV), called
the project an exciting partnership.
“This is an excellent opportunity for our STEM women faculty
to network with their peers at the
partner institutions, receive coaching and guidance in successful

Dr. Loretta A. Moore
writing and complete a writing
project.
As an ADVANCE institution,
UTRGV is committed to increasing the representation and advancement of STEM women and
to the retention and success of all
our faculty. This partnership will
be key in achieving those goals.”

Community Colleges tout
out quality, value in budget
request to Legislature
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Armed with a recent ranking
as the top community college
system in the nation, leaders of
Mississippi’s 15 community colleges told the Legislative Budget
Committee that for every dollar
invested in community colleges
by Mississippi taxpayers the payback is that dollar, plus an additional $3.86.
“If community colleges were a
company, would you recommend
to Warren Buffett that he buy it?
The answer, of course, is yes,”
said Dr. Jesse Smith, president of
Jones County Junior College and
chair of the 15-member Mississippi Association of Community
and Junior Colleges.
The National Strategic Planning and Analysis Research Center (nSPARC), based at Mississippi State University, analyzed
data through the Mississippi
LifeTracks statewide integrated
data system that includes the community colleges, eight universities and other state agencies.
The nSPARC report, titled
“What is the Value of Community Colleges to Mississippi Taxpayers?” showed the state reaps
$4.86 in return to Mississippi taxpayers for every state dollar spent
supporting community colleges.
In August, Wallet Hub, a financial analyst company for small
business and consumers, gave
Mississippi’s community colleges
the top ranking for cost, classroom experience and education/
career outcomes.
The community colleges serve
nearly 250,000 Mississippians,
including 74,168 college students, 90,000 workforce trainees
and more than 17,000 Adult Education students.
At the hearing, Sen. Terry Burton of Newton, (R-District 31),
said, “You remain the single best
bang for every educational dollar
the state spends.”
The community colleges are
asking for an $82.7 million increase in state funding for FY
2017. Of that request, $64.5
million is directed to mid-level funding (MLF), which was
unanimously passed by the 2007
Legislature and brings per student
support at a midpoint between
per student spending for K-12
and regional public universities.
The Legislature needs to increase
per student funding at community colleges by $2,062 to achieve
MLF.
The remainder of the request

includes $8 million for Repair
and Renovation for facility improvements and $10.1 million to
help fund MI-BEST, Mississippi
Integrated Basic Education and
Skills Training.
The MI-BEST model bridges
the skills gap for higher wage
jobs, while equipping high school
dropouts with job-ready credentials. Students in the program are
concurrently enrolled in Adult
Education and Career Pathway
programs. MI-BEST also provides a safety net of support services to help adult learners earn
employer-recognized credentials.
According to Mississippi
Works, Gov. Phil Bryant’s workforce program, there are 35,000
unfilled jobs in the state. In Mississippi only 55 percent of working-age adults are employed.
“There is a fear that we will not
be able to keep up with workforce
demands,” Smith said.
Community college leaders
also expressed concern about rising tuition costs. Nine of 15 colleges increased tuition in 2015.
The average tuition and fees are
$2,576 now, which is a 4 percent
increase over 2014.
In FY 2016, student tuition and
fees accounted for 32 percent of
revenues for the colleges, compared to 18 percent in FY 2000.
With broad missions, the 15 twoyear colleges say they manage
lean budgets to make the path
to degrees and certificates more
cost-efficient, for both students
and the state.
“Our community colleges are
at a crossroads to maintain the
quality and scope of services that
earned us a first place recognition nationally. We must have
sufficient resources and support
from the Legislature to equip our
citizens with the education and
skills that provide family sustaining wages,” said Deborah J. Gilbert, interim executive director,
Mississippi Community College

Board.
This funding bolsters faculty
resources at the two-year colleges,
where 69 percent of the budget is
spent on salaries. The legislative
request includes a commitment to
raise community college instructor salaries to a competitive level
between the average university
faculty salary and the K-12 public
school teacher salary. Community college faculty salaries are
currently $6,984 below that midpoint target. It will take about $45
million to reach the mid-point salary target. The colleges are asking for half of that amount in FY
2017.The colleges also requested
$37.5 million per year for a twoyear bond bill commitment, similar to the bond commitment made
to the university system. “The
community colleges maintain
31.9 percent of all square footage
dedicated to public higher education in the state, but only receive
23.5 percent of bond funds allocated to higher education,” said
Dr. Mary Graham, president of
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College.
“Our system is more than 100
years old, and many of us are
maintaining facilities that were
original to our campuses,” she
added.
While acknowledging increased state support for the past
four years, Dr. Clyde Muse, president of Hinds Community College, told the committee, “It is
our responsibility to let you know
what our needs are.”
In 2000, state funds accounted
for 55 percent of the community
college E&G budget. In FY 2016,
state support stands at 41 percent.
The Mississippi Association for
Community and Junior Colleges
funding requests are endorsed by
the Mississippi Community College Board, as well as the statewide trustee, alumni and faculty
organizations that represent the
15 public two-year colleges.
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Franklin sings ‘Amazing Grace’ for
Pope Francis
Examiner.com
The Queen of Soul, Aretha
Franklin, performed for Pope
Francis at the Festival of Families in Philadelphia, Penn., on
Saturday, September 26, that
came at the end of his trip to the
United States. The Festival of
Families is an international celebration of family, community,
and faith.
International Business Times
reported that more than a million people attended the festival. Other performers included
Fray, Juanes, Jackie Evancho,
Andrea Bocelli, Jim Gaffigan
and Sister Sledge.
Legendary singer Aretha
Franklin’s voice carried down
the Benjamin Franklin Park-
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Franklin singing at Festival of Families. Photo by Carl Court/Getty Images

way as she performed her best
rendition of “Amazing Grace.”
Nearly everyone had their
smartphones out to record the
moment. Many cheered and
clapped for the Grammy-award-
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As we continue this series of
Learning to love
God, we picked
up with last
week’s lesson
by examining
the benefits of loving God. If
you recall, we began this series
with our focus being on God’s
Protection. This week, we will
take a look at an example of
how loving God makes your
problems work for you.
You all recall the three Hebrew boys. They were faithful
to God and as a result they were
thrown into a fiery furnace, but
God was in control of the situation and His control can be seen
in three ways.
1. God kept them alive when
the heat should have killed
them. The soldiers who threw
them into the furnace died from
the intense heat, so God’s control is shown when the Hebrew
boys didn’t die like the men
who threw them in the furnace.
2. God gave the Hebrew boys
freedom in the fire. They were
unbound and unharmed. God’s
control is revealed in that His
servants were in a life-threatening situation, but they pranced

around in the fire with freedom.
Their love for God gave them
freedom in the fire.
3. God allowed the Hebrew
boys to be promoted when they
came out of the fire. Daniel
3:30, “Then the king promoted
Shadrach, Meshach, and AbedNego in the province of Babylon.” Remember the king had
them thrown in the fire, but
because God is the Controller,
the king that put them down in
the fire, is the same king who
brought them out of the fire and
gave them a promotion.
You may face life-threatening sickness but God will make
it work for you. A spouse may
leave you and run off with a
younger lover, but God will
make it work for you. Your
child may go astray, but God
will make it work for you. You
may be laid off work, bills piled
high, but God will make it work
for you. Your house goes into
foreclosure due to no fault of
your own, but God will make it
work for you.
If you can learn to love God
as He requires, you will literally
have it made. Loving God gives
you every advantage, but not to
love God with all your heart
puts you at a disadvantage.
If you want to start down

winning artist, and Pope Franklin listened and smiled his approval.
NBC News reported that
Franklin spoke to MSNBC’s
Tamron Hall on Thursday
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about the upcoming performance, what she admires most
about Pope Francis and why
she chose to sing “Amazing Grace.” Franklin said that
“Amazing Grace” is universal, and it’s loved and appreciated by all faiths. She thought
it was appropriate because
there would be a cross-section
of faiths in the audience. The
73-year-old singer also presented Pope Francis with a box of
her father’s sermons as a gift.
This is not the first time
Aretha Franklin has sung for
royalty and dignitaries. She has
sung over the years for Pope
John Paul II, Queen Elizabeth
and President Obama, to name
only a few.

Word

Learning to love God

By Rev. Leon Collier
Special to The Mississippi Link

the road to loving God with
all of your soul, then we must
start spending sufficient time
with Him and serving Him and
eventually we will get to the
place where we love God with
all of our hearts.
Newspaper columnist and
minister George Crane tells of
a wife who came into his office full of hatred toward her
husband. She said I do not
only want to get rid of him, I
want to get even. Before I divorce him, I want to hurt him
as much as he has me.
Dr. Crane suggested an ingenious plan. He said, “Go
home and act as if you really
love your husband. Tell him
how much he means to you.
Praise him for every decent
trait. Go out of your way to
be as kind, considerate, and
generous as possible. Spare
no efforts to please him, to
enjoy him. Make him believe
you love him. After you’ve
convinced him of your undying love and that you cannot
live without him, then drop
the bomb. Tell him that you’re
getting a divorce. That will really hurt him.”
With revenge in her eyes,
she smiled and said, “Beautiful, beautiful. He will be very

surprised!” And she did it with
enthusiasm, acting as if she
loved him. For two months,
she showed love, kindness,
listening, giving, reinforcing,
and sharing. When she didn’t
return, Dr. Crane called and
asked, are you ready now to
go through with the divorce?
“Divorce?” she exclaimed.
“Never! I discovered I really
do love him.”
Her actions changed her
feelings. Motion resulted in
emotion. The ability to love is
established not so much by fervent promise as often repeated
deeds. The point is, you have
to start doing the things (regular prayer life and consistently
serving God) that God requires
to start moving towards loving
God with your whole heart.
Rev. Leon Collier is the
pastor of Makarios Worship
Center, 464 Church Rd., Madison. Residents of Madison, he
and He received degrees from
Criswell College in Dallas;
Southern Methodist University - Perkins School of Theology; and a Masters of Divinity from Memphis Theological
Seminary. He may be reached
by calling 601.260.3016,
601.855.7898 or e-mail karab5@live.com.

R eigning A nnouncements
The Church Triumphant Global, 6531 Dogwood View Parkway, Jackson, will host its grand opening
and “Night of Faith” on Friday, October 2, at 7:30 p.m. with Dr. Bill Winston, of Bill Winston Ministries, a partnership-based outreach ministry, based in Forest Park, Illinois. For more information call
601.260.1848 or visit http://www.Triumphant.TV/. The spiritual leaders are Bishop Adrian and Pastor
Tonya Ware.
Greater Fairview Baptist Church, 2545 Newport St., Jackson, will host its Breast Health Awareness
Expo on Saturday, October 3, at the ROC, 1919 Boling St., Jackson, from 9 a.m. – noon. For more
information call 601.362.6447.
College Hill Baptist Church, 1600 Florence Ave., Jackson, will present “God’s Trombones,” Seven
Sermons in Verse by James Weldon Johnson during a dinner theater on Saturday, October 10 at 6
p.m. For more information call 601.355.2670. Rev. Michael T. Williams is the pastor.
Holy Temple Baptist Church, 5077 Cabaniss Circle, Jackson, will hold its annual picnic on Saturday, October 10, at noon. Food, fun and fellowship will be abundant on the church grounds. On
Sunday, October 11, church members will celebrate the 28th anniversary of Holy Temple, at 2 p.m.
The guest speaker will be Rev. Kevin A. Carter, pastor of Canton United Methodist Church, Canton.
The theme, “God in in the blessing business” is taken from Ephesians 1:3. For more information call,
601.946.4197. Rev. Audrey Lynne Hall is the senior pastor.
Greater Pearlie Grove Missionary Baptist Church, 1640 W. County Line Rd., Jackson, will host a
Fall blood drive on Sunday, October 11 at 9 a.m. All participants are asked to bring proper identification, eat a healthy meal and donate! For more information call 601.354.2026 or e-mail contactgpg@
gpgmbc.org. Rev. Stephen F. Mason is the pastor.
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Message from the Religion Editor
By Daphne Higgins
Religion Editor
I just shared
with you my excitement about
the arrival of
the Fall season.
I mentioned the
special
days
that are contained within the
month.
But, one special event that
I failed to mention is Fall revival. As I began to review
local church announcements,
I realized that the revival season is upon us and prayerfully
it is one that many of you will
be able to enjoy. As I began to
reflect on this wonderful Fall
event, I began to hum the song,
“Revive Us Again.”
I also reflected on my young
days and attendance at my
home church’s Fall revivals in
my hometown of Clarksdale,
Miss. Then, we were in revival
for the entire week. To be honest, I really can’t remember
when revivals decreased from
five days to three or when the
mourners bench was no longer
front and center during this period of renewal, repentance and
reward. Well, I’m not going to
spend too much time worrying
about that because what really
counts is the fact that revivals
are still an important worship
experience.
I’m sure that many of you
know the song but what you
may not know is that the lyrics
to this old hymn were written
by William Mackay. This tune
expresses the desire of many
believers (like Mackay) to
know God at a deeper level and
to experience their “first love”
of Jesus Christ all over again.
The lyrics are:
“Hallelujah! Thine the glory.
Hallelujah! Amen.
Hallelujah! Thine the glory.
Revive us again.”
Dr. Kelly Carr of Higher
Purpose Ministries shared in
a recent article that these lyrics are so befitting of the event.
He continued, “I grew up in a
day of revivals and crusades. It
was also a very enjoyable time
when I could hear wonderful
preachers other than my pastor, and hear great music, and
fellowship with other believers
on a spiritual level and be challenged by God in a new way.”
The article shared that revivals help the church: 1. Reclaim
the backslidden, 2. Redeem the
lost, and 3. Re-energize believers.
In his article, Dr. Carr continued, “Our churches do not
really have as many revivals as
we used to. Perhaps that is because our culture has changed.
We have much busier schedules. We have more schedule conflicts. The family has
changed. Entertainment keeps
us busy seven days a week.
This list could go on. However,
sometimes we really need to set
aside a week as a church family
and get away from all of those
things. What could happen in
your church if everyone could
dedicate one week to getting in
tune with God and each other?
What lives could be changed?
What relationships could be
mended? What godly commitments could be made? What

souls could be saved?
“There are many different
reasons for a church to schedule a revival and many different types of revivals. I have
been on both ends of the revival or crusade. I have worked
with dozens of evangelists
through the years and invited
them to my church. I have also
been invited as a visiting Evangelist to other churches and
seen God do amazing things.
So I feel I can speak from both
viewpoints.
“As a pastor, I sometimes
scheduled a vocational evangelist for a revival because I
sensed our church was ready
to reap a harvest of souls. We
had planted and watered, and
now we wanted to see people
saved, usually people we had
been praying for.
“When I was young and the
world was much less complex.
I remember having week-long
revival meetings lasting from
Sunday to Sunday. I have even
preached one that long. I have
seen revivals scheduled Sunday through Wednesday, or
Thursday, or Friday. I have
seen revivals scheduled Saturday through Friday and everything in between.
“The first key to good success in a revival is choosing
a good evangelist. No matter
how well you plan, schedule,
work, pray, or sing, if you do
not choose a good evangelist that your people will love
to listen to, you will not have
success. You cannot overcome
a bad evangelist or a poor
speaker.
“The next key to good success is mobilizing your church
to pray before the Revival
begins. You can often do this
through your regular services,
Sunday school or small groups
and prayer meetings.
“Revivals require a step of
faith ... faith in God, faith in
the preacher, and faith in the
congregation. With this information, are you ready to be
‘rekindled’?”
As the religion editor of The
Mississippi Link Newspaper, I
truly believe that we all need
to stop and thank God for
the setting of the sun and the
miracles of the day. But most
importantly, we need to share
those miracles with others. Our
words can be another form of
revival.
Regardless of the season,
The Mississippi Link, a messenger for news in and around
the state of Mississippi, wants
to serve as your personal messenger to share your good
news and news of your places
of worship.
Remember the verse that
I often share with you - Isaiah 52:7 (NIV), which reads:
“How beautiful on the mountains are the feet of those who
bring good news, who proclaim peace, who bring good
tidings, who proclaim salvation, who say to Zion, Your
God reigns!”
Contact Daphne M. Higgins
at religion@mississippilink.
com. Fax 601-896-0091 or
mail your information to The
Mississippi Link, 2659 Livingston Road, Jackson, MS
39213.
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Dealing with the pressures of
life - trials and tests - Part III

By Pastor Simeon R. Green III
Special to The Mississippi Link
“Asking
in
faith with no
doubting” means
not only believing in the existence of God but
also
believing
in His loving care. It includes
relying on God and expecting
that He will hear and answer
when we pray.
We must put away our critical attitude when we come to
Him. God does not grant every
thoughtless or selfish request.
We must have confidence that
God will align our desires with
His purposes.
A mind that wavers is not
completely convinced that
God’s way is best. It treats
God’s Word like any human
advice, and it retains the option
to disobey. If your faith is new,
weak, or struggling, remember
that you can trust God. Then be
loyal to Him.

To stabilize your wavering or
doubtful mind, commit yourself wholeheartedly to God.
If you have ever seen the
constant rolling of huge waves
at sea, you know how restless
they are subject to the forces of
wind, gravity and tide. Doubt
leaves a person as unsettled as
the restless waves.
If you want to stop being
tossed about, rely on God to
show you what is best for you.
Ask Him for wisdom and trust
that He will give it to you.
Then your decisions will be
sure and solid.
We are not only told that
we must undergo many tests
throughout this life, as indeed
all humans must, but we are
also given a pattern to follow
in handling them.
Face it! It is hard enough
to maintain a decent attitude
when you are going through
troubles that you know you
brought on yourself. But what
about things that are appar-

ently unfair? Humanly, we all
bristle at the idea of unfairness.
If one does not seek to retaliate and even the score, it seems
almost, un-American.
Besides Christ’s example,
James 5:9-11, cites the prophets as worthy of consideration
when it comes to handling trials. Most of the prophets of
God suffered for their faithfulness.
In addition to them, the Patriarch Job is pointed out in
verse 11 as an outstanding example of steadfast faith in the
way he handled severe trials.
We find these words in
James 5:9-11, “Grudge not one
against another, brethren, lest
ye be condemned: behold, the
judge standeth before the door.
“Take, my brethren, the
prophets, who have spoken in
the name of the Lord, for an
example of suffering affliction,
and of patience. Behold, we
count them happy which endure. Ye have heard of the pa-

tience of Job, and have seen the
end of the Lord; that the Lord
is very pitiful, and of tender
mercy.”
James tells us to turn our
hardships into times of learning. Tough times can and will
teach us patience. “My brethren, count it all joy when you
fall into various trials, knowing that the testing of your faith
produces patience.” (James
1:2-3)
Next week, Part IV, “Dealing
with the pressures of life - trials and tests.”
Rev. Simeon R. Green III is
pastor of Joynes Road Church
of God, 31 Joynes Road, Hampton VA 23669. He is married to
Velma L. Green. He honorably
served in the U.S. Army for 20
years. Rev. Green is a member
of the National Association of
Evangelism Church of God,
Anderson, Ind. He serves as
chairman of the Southeastern
Association of The Church of
God, Inc.

The Top 10 Gospel Songs from the Billboard
Gospel Charts for the week of October 1
SONGS

			

1.

Wanna Be Happy?

2.

Worth

3.

Intentional

4.

War

5.

Worth Fighting For

6.

Yes You Can

7.

Dance

8.

I Luh God

9.

Fill Me Up

10.

My Words Have Power

ARTISTS					
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Living above ‘see’ level
By Shewanda Riley
Columnist
A few years
ago, I had one
of my most challenging experiences with my
natural vision.
What started
out as a normal day for me ended
with me having a splitting headache and blurred vision. I thought
I might have my contact lenses
in the wrong eyes so I switched
them. But my vision seemed to
get worse so I switched them
back. I did all that I could over the
next three days to clean them…
but there didn’t seem to be a
strong enough solution to remove
what looked like a cloudy layer
on the lenses.
I reluctantly made an appointment with the eye doctor dreading having to buy another pair of
contact lenses. I prayed for God
to supernaturally heal my eyes on
the way to the doctor’s office but
God obviously had a more important lesson for me.
When I went to the eye doctor, he was able to clean the
lenses and remove most of what
had clouded them. He stated that
part of my physical discomfort
was the fact that I was right eye
dominant…and it was my right
eye’s contact lenses that was the
most blurred. The weaker left
eye was trying to overcompensate for the temporary weakness
of the right.
He further explained that his
great “top-secret” solution that
cleansed my contact lens included baking soda. He carefully
explained what he did and recommended that I do the same thing
in the future. It was amazing how
something as simple as baking
soda seemed to be the solution to

everything.
Later that day, I did what he
said and marveled at the quick
improvement to my eyesight.
It was still a little fuzzy, but my
headache was gone. I thought to
myself, how interesting that even
though it was the weakest, my left
eye was over compensating for
the temporary weakness of the
stronger right eye.
I also thought how that fight
between my eyes to give me clear
vision was similar to our battles
with faith. We don’t have enough
faith that God will do something
and we over compensate by taking matters into our own hands.
We think we are doing the right
thing, but in the end we cause an
imbalance of faith. We say we
have limitless faith….but our actions show that we actually have
limited faith. Sometimes we
also make the mistake of putting
our faith in the wrong people or
things.
2 Corinthians 4:18 says,
“While we do not look at the
things which are seen but at the
things which are not seen. For the
things which are seen are temporary but the things that are not
seen are eternal.” Faith, like that
dirty contact lens, is what we see
the world through. If our faith is
blurred, cloudy, distorted or obscured, we make poor decisions
because we have poor sight. Like
that damaged lens, we have to admit that our faith was shaken and
replace our faithless eyes with the
faithful eyes of God.
Shewanda Riley is the author
of the Essence best-seller “Love
Hangover: Moving From Pain
to Purpose after a Relationship Ends.” She can be reached
at lovehangover@juno.com, at
www.shewandariley.com or www.
anointedauthorsontour.com
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Thursday6:30 p.m.

WOAD
AM 1300
- 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Adult
Choir
Rehearsal

Live Radio Broadcast

Saturday 11:00 a.m. Youth & Young Adult Choir Rehearsal
Please join us in any or all of these activities. You are WELCOME!
“A Church Preparing for a
485 W. Northside Drive
• Jackson, MS
Home Not Built by Man”
601-981-4979 • Bro. Karl
E Twyner, pastor

New Bethel M. B. Church • 450 Culberston Ave. • Jackson, MS 39209
601-969-3481/969-3482 • Fax # 601-969-1957 • E-Mail: Serenitynbc@aol.com

9:00 a.m. - Worship Services
Michael T. Williams
Pastor

Prayer Service 6:30 p.m.
Classes: Children • Youth • Adult - 7:00p.m.

W E D N E S D A Y

7:00 p.m. - Bible Class

T V

B R O A D C A S T

8:00 a.m. - Channel 14 (Comcast)

Prayer Everyday: 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.
GET YOUR CURRENT NEWS AND
WATCH AP VIDEOS ONLINE AT:

www.mississippilink.com

H oly Temple M.B. Chur ch

5077 Cabaniss Circle - Jackson, MS 39209
(601) 922-6588; holytemplembchurch@yahoo.com
Sunday School - 8 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 9:30 a.m.
Tuesday Bible Study - 6:30 p.m.

“The Church That’s on the Move for Christ
for Such a Time as This”

________________________
REV. AUDREY L. HALL, PASTOR
REV. DR. AVA S. HARVEY, SR., OVERSEER
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Sanders campaign Graduate student
takes
bold
step
in
race
still lagging in
relations dialogue
black America

By Bill Fletcher, Jr.
NNPA Columnist

The emergence
of the presidential campaign of
Senator
Bernie
Sanders
(I-Vt.)
has reached the
scale of “phenomenal.”
What many mainstream
pundits originally believed
to have been a marginal effort, exploded around the
U.S. as enthusiastic crowds
responded to Sanders’s challenges to contemporary capitalism.
Yet in black America, the
campaign has yet to ignite
a mass spirit. Sanders certainly has support within
black America, but it largely
pales in comparison to the
sentiment in favor of Hillary Clinton. The former
Secretary of State has been
quite shrewd and timely in
responding to issues that are
of concern to black America.
Even when, as in the case
of her meeting with several
activists from the movement
for Black Lives Matter, she
has handled matters in a way
that has brought forward
criticism, she still seems to
be given the benefit of the
doubt.
The Sanders campaign,
which still holds the potential to shake up U.S. politics
in very fundamental ways,
has only a limited amount
of time to reposition itself
if it wishes to win the support of black America and, I
would add, much of Latino
America.
This repositioning goes
much farther than who is
hired to work on the campaign, as important as that
happens to be, and more
than anything else revolves
around the extent to which
the campaign is understood
to be embedded within our
movements.
When
John
Edwards
kicked off his ill-fated presidential campaign for the
2008 nomination, he did so
in New Orleans. This was of
tremendous significance. He

By Dr. James B. Ewers Jr.
Special to The Mississippi Link

aimed to talk about poverty
and he did so by going to
the city where race and class
comingled in a demonstrable
fashion in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina.
Sanders, on the other
hand, has done nothing similar. While he has spoken out
on some matters of race, he
needs to be discussing the
massive financial crisis in
Puerto Rico which, along
the lines of what transpired
in Greece, is destroying the
island and driving thousands to migrate to mainland
U.S.A.
Sanders needs to sit down
with key African American
leaders in the cities of Michigan that, in many cases,
have been disempowered
by a racist, Republican state
legislature.
Sanders needs to visit Native American reservations
to discuss land and environmental issues, not to mention, matters of economic
development that go beyond
the construction of more
gambling casinos.
And Sanders needs to add
surrogates to his campaign
to advance his message and
to show the scope and breath
of the campaign.
For the Sanders campaign
to realize its amazing potential, it must rethink its role in
U.S. society. This will necessitate tapping the sentiment
for change in communities
of color - including but not
limited to black America and listening carefully to the
concerns and advice from
the leaders of these communities.
The campaign must guard
against the tendency to become overwhelmed by enthusiastic crowds, for such
crowds can also be a siren’s
song that leads the campaign to crash into the rocks.
Crowds are great but depth
of support is definitive.
Bill Fletcher, Jr. is the host
of The Global African on
Telesur-English. Follow him
on Twitter, Facebook and at
www.billfletcherjr.com.

Growing
up
in the segregated
South, I was accustomed to seeing
“black only” and
“white only” signs.
As I was maturing
in North Carolina, these signs were
posted at restaurants and theaters.
While not specifically designated by signage, there were black
schools for us as children and black
churches that we attended.
In addition, we as blacks had our
side of town and white people had
their side of town. We seldom came
in contact with each other. It didn’t
trouble us as our parents provided
us with happy, loving and safe environments.
As I reflect now on this period
in my life, conversations about
race simply didn’t happen. There
weren’t any dialogues about issues of social justice. Interestingly,
I attended a parochial elementary
school with all black students and
all white teachers who were nuns.
I never felt marginalized or discriminated against because of the
color of my skin. Some reading the
aforementioned statement might
think that I and my friends were naive. But kids back in the day and today can tell when a teacher doesn’t
have your best interests at heart.
If you fast forward to 2015, there
have been countless conversations
about race and how to improve
communication and garner respect
for one another. These racial dialogues have occurred in business
and on college campuses.
Community agencies have sponsored them and many have been
held in our homes - all of which
have been designed to bring the
races closer together.
Still with all of these workshops
and dialogues, America has a long
way to go. We read the newspaper
or watch television and the battles
among the races continue in a number of areas. I won’t mention them
because we know them all too well.
Recently, a college student in
Buffalo, New York, made what I
believe was a sincere effort to begin some talks about race. Ashley
Powell, a black graduate student at
the State University of New York
at Buffalo put up 17 signs around
campus that said “black only” and
“white only.”

This was part of an art project
she had constructed. Posting the
signs invoked feelings of ill will and
discord among some in the campus
community. She said she wanted to
show white privilege.
Talking about race is a sensitive
subject and most everyone cries
foul when you bring it up. The term,
“white privilege,” has been around
for years and is a part of the racial
lexicon.
Some would say that too much is
made of the term. Maybe because I
matured when I did, I was focused
solely on my pursuit of excellence.
If you are black and a baby boomer like me, I am sure that you will
agree.
Did Ashley Powell realize the
firestorm she would create when
she started this project? I can’t answer that question. However, I do
know that it did take some courage
for her to post the signs. And now
that the signs have been posted,
where do we go from here?
My thinking is that she achieved
her goal, and that was to get students and faculty at the New York
school to begin some conversations
about race. Some would opine that
her strategy was different and unusual, but it is the result that counts.
Sometimes, it takes “unusual
strategies” to get people moving on
a particular issue. Ashley Powell
used her graduate school experience
to become a voice for how to improve relations between the races.
We really don’t know who was
empowered by Ms. Powell’s bold
move. It could have been her fellow
students or it could have been one of
her graduate professors.
It is good to see those engaged
in graduate study understand the
importance of race and gender in
this country. Speaking up and taking a stand will always take more
heart and more tenacity, so kudos to
Ashley Powell who stood ready to
tackle a tough issue.
The signs “black only” and
“white only” put up by this graduate student will make us look a little
deeper and try a little harder to make
America be “one nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and justice
for all….”
Dr. James B. Ewers Jr. is president emeritus of The Teen Mentoring Committee of Ohio. He is also
an author and motivational speaker
and can be reached at ewers.jr56@
yahoo.com
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Ask Alma

Alma Gill
NNPA Advice Columnist

Alma Gill’s newsroom experience spans more than 25
years, including various roles at USA Today, Newsday
and the Washington Post. Email questions to: alwaysaskalma@gmail.com. Follow her on Facebook at “Ask
Alma” and twitter @almaaskalma.

Can’t stand my niece
Dear Alma,
I can’t stand my niece and
it’s my sister’s fault. She made
her daughter this way. Since
the day her daughter was
born, my sister has kissed the
ground she walks on. My sister has given my niece everything she has ever wanted - or
even thought she wanted.
This girl has never had a
“not about you” experience.
She grew up having fits to
get her way and her mother
obliged. If you tried to discipline her or intervene, my sister wouldn’t have it.
My niece has traveled the
world and her mother has
footed the bill. She finished
college, but doesn’t work. She
has a home; my sister pays the
mortgage. My sister works
two jobs and sends her daughter a monthly check.
It’s not a huge amount but
that’s not the point. My niece
makes every situation and
family event about her. I’ve
seen her take over family weddings, graduations and funerals, no kidding.
I’m telling you, she has to
have all the attention at all
times. When she was a child,
all I could do was sit by and
watch. But now that’s she’s
a 23-year-old woman, I just
can’t take it anymore.
Oh, and did I mention, she’s
a super b*tch to her mother.
Recently, I’ve stopped hanging out with my sister because
I just cannot stand to be around
her one and only daughter acting all ugly and ungrateful.
I know at some point my
sister will notice that I’m not
hanging out as much. How
do I tell her that I can’t stand
her daughter and its time she
changed her ways?
Name withheld, Atlanta, Ga.
Dear Name Withheld,
Who are you saying should
change her ways, your sister
or her daughter? Either way
girl, you’ve got to let it go,
this ain’t your plant to water.

You’re grown and your niece
is grown, this is a matter between two grown women.
When speaking about conversations, there’s no need
to have a sit-down with her
mother. That would be a waste
of time anyway. In the words
of Mz. Diana Ross, your sister’s got a “Love Hangover”
for her daughter, “she ain’t
tryin’ to get over.”
Uncomfortably for you,
your conversation, if you decide to have it, should take
place between you and your
niece. Nope, you know what?
I take that back. Your niece
obviously loves herself very
much and doesn’t see a need
to change ... right now.
Life on the other hand will
deliver her a dose of reality at
some point that will stop her
in her tracks. Trust me, cuzzin
- Karma will visit in due season and there won’t be a dang
thing your sister can do about
it.
I shudder to think how illprepared her darling daughter will be. Keep her in your
prayers.
On this sunny day, if I
were sitting in my right mind
rocker, I’d try to talk you into
working it out with your niece,
but I won’t. Control what you
can auntie, and that would be
your level of cooperation.
How about you show up for
everything you’re invited to
that consists of four or more
attendees. That way, you’re
never stuck standing, sitting or
texting alongside your niece.
If invited to any threesomes,
don’t go; you’re unavailable.
Not all life lessons remain
the same. If at any time you
notice a change in your niece,
hallelujah. There’ll be room to
bloom and grow. But if not, no
worries.
God requires you to love
her, but you ain’t gotta like
her!
Alma

The phenomenal rise of Uber car service
By Harry C. Alford
NNPA Columnist
I have seen
many successes
during my life,
but I have never
seen anything
close to the
rollout and rise
of the car service known as
Uber.
Uber is an alternative to the
taxicab industry. It is competitive in price and superior
in service, quality of vehicle
and professionalism with the
driver. The taxi industry is up
in arms with Uber and they
should be.
With a taxi, you don’t really know what you are going
to get. With Uber, your expectations are set in place and
if the service does not meet
that expectation, there is fast
corrective action.
Wherever there is Uber, the
taxis’ market share is quickly
shrinking.
Here is how it works. You

download the Uber app or go
to www.uber.com. You download the information and put
in the credit card you wish to
use whenever ordering the car
service. Now you are good to
go.
Whenever you need a car,
you go to your Uber App and
it will identify your location
through a very efficient GPS
system. You put in where you
wish to go.
In about two or three minutes, it will alert you the name
of the driver coming, the license plate and make of the
car and how many minutes
it will take to pick you up.
Our average waiting time in
the D.C. area is three to five
minutes.
You can preselect for each
trip a SUV, a sedan or an
UberX type car.
The SUV is usually a GMC,
Yukon or Lincoln. The sedan
could be a Chrysler 300, Mercedes, Lexus, etc. The UberX
is a Toyota or an equivalent.

The SUV will cost a little
more than a taxi while the sedan will be a little less. The
UberX will have a rate significantly less than a taxi.
The service is guaranteed.
The driver must open the
door for all passengers. They
usually provide bottled water
and mints for the ride. Their
discourse is that of a butler
(customer always right). If a
driver is not up to expectations or if they drive you on
a route that is not the most direct you can address that.
After each ride, you will
automatically be emailed a
receipt with a map of the trip.
You can challenge that as not
being the most direct route
and they will evaluate your
claim. Their computer will
decide who is correct.
If you are correct you are
immediately given a credit
for the difference and an
apology. Also, you are asked
to rate your driver (1 star - 5
star). His average rating for

past rides will be given to you
when you order. Any driver
receiving low scores will be
dismissed from Uber contracting.
The drivers are independent contractors, most being private chauffeurs. They
can choose their own hours.
Many will keep their chauffeur business and work for
Uber to fill the lulls in their
volume.
Uber offers auto financing
for its drivers and a very affordable insurance policy.
In some cities, such as New
York City, Uber drivers are
guaranteed $5,000 per month
in revenue.
The fine service is consistent throughout the nation.
I was in a taxi line at the
downtown Sheraton in Chicago and was told it will be a
30-minute wait for a taxi.
So I stepped out of line and
walked to the curb and ordered an Uber SUV. It took
three minutes. In Los Angeles

they come in five minutes on
the average.
In London, the taxis went
on a citywide strike. Shortly
into the strike Uber invaded
London with a fleet of Uber
cars and things haven’t been
the same since.
Through customer demand,
LAX airport has authorized
Uber free reign of its passengers. Yes, it is the rage of the
world. People love Uber for
the price and service.
According to the Wall
Street Journal: “Uber Technologies Inc.’s whopping
valuation of $18.2 billion is a
bet by some of the world’s top
investors that the car-hailing
smartphone app can grow by
expanding world-wide and
branching into new arenas,
like logistics….
“Investors see much potential in some of these companies. At $18.2 billion, Uber
is worth about the same as
Hertz Global Holdings, Inc.
and Avis Budget Group Inc.

combined.”
Taxi unions are trying to
stop Uber but how can they?
It is a legitimate business
with a successful track record. Thus, they are suing
the company saying that their
drivers are in fact employees
not independent contractors.
There is the hustle. They
want to unionize them and
shake them down for dues.
That isn’t going to happen because they truly are independent contractors by the definition that I know (and I know).
There is room for more.
Another new entry into this
car service is Lyft. They, too,
are taking off with rocketing
sales. This is good for the
business people of the world
who demand reliable and
consistent service.
Harry C. Alford is the cofounder, president/CEO of the
National Black Chamber of
Commerce®. Website: www.
nationalbcc.org Email: halford@nationalbcc.org.
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AUCTION
FOR CITYseized
OF JACKSON
ABANDONED, STOLEN,
SEIZED
Auction for city of Jackson Abandoned,
stolen,
vehicles,
evidence,
VEHICLES, EVIDENCE, RECOVERED PROPERTY AND MISPLACED ITEMS
OCTOBER 17,
2015	
  
recovered property and misplaced
items.
October 17, 2015

AUCTION FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
VEHICLES, EVIDENCE, RECOVERED PROPERTY AND MISPLACED ITEMS
OCTOBER 17, 2015	
  
	
  
CAR	
  YEAR	
  

MAKE/MODEL	
  

VIN#	
  

22134	
  

1991	
  

GMC	
  SONOMA	
  

1GTCS14E2M8506441	
  

22669	
  

1992	
  

GMC	
  	
  JIMMY	
  

1GKDT13Z6N250762	
  

21477	
  

2000	
  

FORD	
  EXPEDITION	
  

1FMU18L9YLB47376	
  

22495	
  

1995	
  

TOYOTA	
  COROLLA	
  

2T1AE04B3SC100295	
  

INVENTORY	
  #	
  

CAR	
  YEAR	
  

MAKE/MODEL	
  

VIN#	
  

21767	
  

1993	
  

FORD	
  EXPLORER	
  

1FMDU32X5PUC03661	
  

22392	
  

1996	
  

DODGE	
  RAM	
  

3B7MC33W2TM163714	
  

21541	
  

1999	
  

MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  

2MEFM75W4XX642932	
  

21954	
  

1990	
  

FORD	
  RANGER	
  

1FTCR10TXLUA01382	
  

22595	
  

1995	
  

OLDSMOBILE	
  REGENCY	
  

1G3CX52K8S4322928	
  

23518	
  

2001	
  

OLDSMOBILE	
  ALERO	
  

1G3NL52E81C250220	
  

14656	
  

2006	
  

CHEVY	
  COBALT	
  

1G1AL55F167823504	
  

22606	
  

1994	
  

FORD	
  F-‐150	
  

1FTDF15Y3RNB65156	
  

21818	
  

1997	
  

NISSAN	
  MAXIMA	
  

JN1CA21D4VT210794	
  

22109	
  

1999	
  

GMC	
  SUBURBAN	
  

1GKFK16R2XJ810013	
  

22001	
  

1996	
  

CHEVY	
  1500	
  

1GCEC14W5TZ119387	
  

23580	
  

2003	
  

CHEVY	
  TRAILBLAZER	
  

1GNES16S936126431	
  

21621	
  

2000	
  

NISSAN	
  MAXIMA	
  

JN1CA31D9YT709391	
  

22287	
  

1998	
  

FORD	
  F-‐150	
  

2FTZX172XWCA70610	
  

18504	
  

1997	
  

PONTIAC	
  GRAND	
  AM	
  

1G2NE52M4VC786061	
  

22855	
  

1992	
  

HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  

1HGCB7656NA039763	
  

22793	
  

1990	
  

CHRYSLER	
  LEBORAN	
  

1C3XJ4536LG486612	
  

22273	
  

2004	
  

CHEVY	
  TAHOE	
  

1GNEC13Z64R300406	
  

17580	
  

1994	
  

CHEVY	
  1500	
  

1GCEK14K0RZ262725	
  

23042	
  

1996	
  

MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  

2MELM75WXTX697592	
  

17510	
  

1981	
  

DODGE	
  RAM	
  

JB7FP5472BY403976	
  

15995	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

FORD	
  372-‐2V	
  

NO	
  VIN	
  

23470	
  

1998	
  

FORD	
  F-‐150	
  

1FTZX1768WNB38562	
  

23110	
  

1999	
  

MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  

2MEFM75W1XX692350	
  

23422	
  

1998	
  

TOYOTA	
  CAMRY	
  

JT2BG22K4W0134574	
  

22520	
  

1998	
  

FORD	
  CROWN	
  VIC	
  

2FAFP74W0W172865	
  

18201	
  

2000	
  

BUICK	
  LESABRE	
  

1G4HP54KXY4215697	
  

22866	
  

2003	
  

SATURN	
  VUE	
  

5GZCZ23D63S828039	
  

22435	
  

2008	
  

VOLKSWAGON	
  PASSAT	
  

WVWAK73C78E193551	
  

23177	
  

1999	
  

TOYOTA	
  CAMRY	
  

4T1BG22K4XU512664	
  

17582	
  

2005	
  

DODGE	
  RAM	
  

1D7HA18N65S125527	
  

23293	
  

2004	
  

CHEVY	
  IMPALA	
  

2G1WF52E149108727	
  

23105	
  

1995	
  

MAZDA	
  MRV	
  WAGON	
  

JM3LV5227S0701929	
  

23591	
  

1999	
  

FORD	
  TAURUS	
  

1FAFP53U8XG236727	
  

22690	
  

1997	
  

FORD	
  EXPLORER	
  

1FMCU24X9VUD40862	
  

19292	
  

2000	
  

NISSAN	
  MAXIMA	
  

JN1CA31D2YT506360	
  

23061	
  

1997	
  

DODGE	
  RAM	
  

3B7HC13Z0VM587895	
  

21908	
  

1999	
  

GMC	
  SUBURBAN	
  

1GDFK16R6XJ707958	
  

23369	
  

2000	
  

FORD	
  EXPLORER	
  

1FMZU62X2YUB19984	
  

21214	
  

2000	
  

HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  

1HGCG225XYA012810	
  

20969	
  

1999	
  

GMC	
  SUBURBAN	
  

3GKFK16R1XG516197	
  

22686	
  

1997	
  

FORD	
  RANGER	
  

1FTCR10U2VUC14032	
  

AUCTION FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
22769	
  
1994	
  
BUICK	
  ROADMASTER	
  
1G4BT52P3RR423151	
  
VEHICLES, EVIDENCE, RECOVERED PROPERTY AND MISPLACED ITEMS
OCTOBER
17, 2015	
  
23471	
  
2001	
  
CHEVY	
  IMPALA	
  
2G1WF55KX19351286	
  
	
  

	
  

AUCTION FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
18889	
  
2004	
  
CADILLAC	
  NORTHSTAR	
  
1G6KF57904U119791	
  
VEHICLES,
EVIDENCE, RECOVERED
PROPERTY
AND MISPLACED
ITEMS
OCTOBER
17,
2015	
  
22909	
  
2006	
  
MERCURY	
  MARINER	
  
4M2YU57106DJ03711	
  
	
  
NISSAN	
  ALTIMA	
  

1N4AL11D65C174220	
  

JEEP	
  CHEROKEE	
  

1J4G248N1YC160764	
  

1994	
  

HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  

1HGCD5652RA095655	
  

INVENTORY	
  #	
  

CAR	
  YEAR	
  

MAKE/MODEL	
  

VIN#	
  

21525	
  

2002	
  

CHEVY	
  TAHOE	
  

1GNEK13Z62R257072	
  

22846	
  

1989	
  

TOYOTA	
  PICK	
  UP	
  

JT4RN81P5K001893	
  

19753	
  

1990	
  

GMC	
  1500	
  

2GTEK19K0L1565111	
  

1HGCG3255XA013044	
  

22433	
  

2002	
  

CHEVY	
  IMPALA	
  

2G1WF52E629315689	
  

GMC	
  SIERRA	
  

1GTDC14H3FF711938	
  

20531	
  

2001	
  

DODGE	
  NEON	
  

1B3ES46C71D270654	
  

2002	
  

CHEVY	
  SUBURBAN	
  

1GNEC16Z42J226345	
  

19383	
  

1981	
  

BUICK	
  LESABRE	
  

1G4AP69N9BH456192	
  

23097	
  

2005	
  

NISSAN	
  ALTIMA	
  

1N4AL11D55C159725	
  

22745	
  

2001	
  

BUICK	
  CENTURY	
  

2G4WS52J611320061	
  

23355	
  

1997	
  

TOYOTA	
  AVALON	
  

4T1BF12BXVU189828	
  

21807	
  

2006	
  

JEEP	
  LAREDO	
  

1J4GS48K86C193005	
  

19458	
  

2005	
  

CHRYSLER	
  300	
  

2C3JA53G85H114200	
  

20059	
  

2006	
  

FORD	
  CROWN	
  VIC	
  

2FAHP71W66X157655	
  

23239	
  

2001	
  

NISSAN	
  ALTIMA	
  

1N4AL01D01C239760	
  

21446	
  

2005	
  

DODGE	
  MAGNUM	
  

2D4GZ48V45H574778	
  

15225	
  

1992	
  

DODGE	
  SHADOW	
  

1B3XP64KXNN236093	
  

21308	
  

2002	
  

CHEVY	
  MALIBU	
  

1G1ND52J22M514238	
  

15872	
  

2000	
  

PONTIAC	
  GRAND	
  AM	
  

1G2NV52E5YM778851	
  

21421	
  

2011	
  

CHEVY	
  IMPALA	
  

2G1WG5EK5B1239136	
  

16772	
  

1995	
  

PONTIAC	
  GRAND	
  AM	
  

1G2NE55D6SC790541	
  

21724	
  

1999	
  

NISSAN	
  ALTIMA	
  

1N4DL01D6XC200115	
  

22436	
  

1995	
  

BUICK	
  PARK	
  AVE	
  

1G4CU5214SH654021	
  

21748	
  

2007	
  

MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  

2MEFM75V87X637806	
  

18470	
  

1983	
  

GMC	
  SIERRA	
  

1GTDC14H3DS513526	
  

22694	
  

1993	
  

NISSNA	
  SENTRA	
  

1N4EB32A0PC784329	
  

17837	
  

2000	
  

CHEVY	
  SILVERADO	
  

1GCEC19T0YZ144087	
  

22960	
  

1995	
  

HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  

1HGCE6662SA019368	
  

22576	
  

2000	
  

CHEVY	
  IMPALA	
  

2G1WH55K0Y9336834	
  

23566	
  

2001	
  

LEXUS	
  300	
  

JT8BF28G01030885	
  

18516	
  

1993	
  

BUICK	
  LESABRE	
  

1G4HR53L5PH507236	
  

23547	
  

1999	
  

FORD	
  EXPEDITION	
  

1FMRU17L5XLA15521	
  

23063	
  

1993	
  

FORD	
  F-‐150	
  

1FTEX15Y2PKA44294	
  

23543	
  

2004	
  

CADILLAC	
  SRX	
  

1GYEE63AX40160868	
  

23422	
  

1998	
  

TOYOTA	
  CAMRY	
  

JT2BG22K4W0134574	
  

23418	
   #	
  
INVENTORY	
  

1998	
  
CAR	
  
YEAR	
  

KIA	
  SEPHIA	
  
MAKE/MODEL	
  

KNAFB1212W5714091	
  
VIN#	
  

23030	
  

1992	
  

LEXUS	
  S40	
  

JT8UZ30C7N0005995	
  

23306	
  

1998	
  

MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  

2MEFM74W2WX618905	
  

23145	
  

2000	
  

MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  

2MEFM75W5YX658820	
  

23526	
  

1986	
  

TOYOTA	
  COROLLA	
  

JT2AE82E0G3286687	
  

23312	
  

1986	
  

CHEVY	
  SILVERADO	
  

1GCDC14HXGS126850	
  

22493	
  

1999	
  

HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  

23328	
  

1985	
  

22439	
  

[1]	
  

AUCTION FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
23621	
  EVIDENCE, RECOVERED
2002	
  
BUICK	
  AND
CENTURY	
  
2G4WS52J921135259	
  
VEHICLES,
PROPERTY
MISPLACED
ITEMS
OCTOBER
17,
2015	
  
23229	
  
2002	
  	
  
DODGE	
  CARAVAN	
  
2B8GP44332R693222	
  
	
  
AUCTION
FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
23367	
  EVIDENCE, RECOVERED
1991	
  
ISUZU	
  
PIMPALA	
  
ICK	
  U
P	
  
4S1CL11L5M4203394	
  
22433	
  
2002	
  
CHEVY	
  
2G1WF52E629315689	
  
VEHICLES,
PROPERTY
AND
MISPLACED
ITEMS
OCTOBER
17,
2015	
  
22277	
   #	
  
1995	
  
FORD	
  RANGER	
  
1FTCR14A3SPA45794	
  
INVENTORY	
  
CAR	
  
YEAR	
  
MAKE/MODEL	
  
VIN#	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

INVENTORY	
  #	
  

22433	
  
22544	
  

2002	
  
1998	
  

22965	
   #	
  
INVENTORY	
  

1998	
  
CAR	
  
YEAR	
  

22497	
  
22544	
  

	
  

22603	
  

2005	
  

23397	
  

2000	
  

17190	
  

[4]	
  

AUCTION FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
22004	
  
2010	
  
CHEVY	
  AVEO	
  
KL1TD5DE1AB128376	
  
VEHICLES, EVIDENCE, RECOVERED PROPERTY AND MISPLACED ITEMS
OCTOBER
17, 2015	
  
21859	
  
1999	
  
NISSAN	
  SENTRA	
  
1N4AB41D0XC724499	
  
	
  
22507	
  

2000	
  

HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  

1HGCG1652YA0108931	
  

22655	
  

2005	
  

DODGE	
  STRATUS	
  

1B3EL46R15N675586	
  

22754	
  

2006	
  

BMW	
  325I	
  

WBAVB13576KX44850	
  

22894	
  

2006	
  

FORD	
  FUSION	
  

3FAFP06Z26R224767	
  

INVENTORY	
  #	
  

CAR	
  YEAR	
  

MAKE/MODEL	
  

VIN#	
  

22905	
  

2007	
  

NISSAN	
  XTERRA	
  

5N1AN08U27C545750	
  

22895	
  

1994	
  

TOYOTA	
  CAMRY	
  

4T1SK12E7RU340345	
  

22891	
  

2000	
  

NISSAN	
  MAXIMA	
  

JN1CA31D4YT705751	
  

[5]	
  

CHEVY	
  GIRAND	
  
MPALA	
  
PONTIAC	
  
PRIX	
  

2G1WF52E629315689	
  
1G2WP5214WF253793	
  

CHEVY	
  
LUMINA	
  
MAKE/MODEL	
  

2G1WL52M3W9156698	
  
VIN#	
  

1995	
  
1998	
  

TOYOTA	
  
OROLLA	
  
PONTIAC	
  
GCRAND	
  
PRIX	
  

2T1AE04B3SC100295	
  
1G2WP5214WF253793	
  

23045	
  
22965	
  

2002	
  
1998	
  

FORD	
  
EXPEDITION	
  
CHEVY	
  
LUMINA	
  

1FMRU15L32LA73817	
  
2G1WL52M3W9156698	
  

17897	
  
22497	
  

1999	
  
1995	
  

FORD	
  ECSCORT	
  
TOYOTA	
  
OROLLA	
  

1FAFP13PXXW208789	
  
2T1AE04B3SC100295	
  

17351	
  
23045	
  

1983	
  
2002	
  

BUICK	
  
LESABRE	
  
FORD	
  
EXPEDITION	
  

1G4AN69Y9DH455322	
  
1FMRU15L32LA73817	
  

22888	
  
17897	
  

1980	
  
1999	
  

CHEVY	
  
C-‐10	
  
FORD	
  
ESCORT	
  

CCG14AF335614	
  
1FAFP13PXXW208789	
  

22966	
  

2000	
  

PONTIAC	
  GRAND	
  AM	
  

1G2NF52T6YM746356	
  

22683	
  
17351	
  

2004	
  
1983	
  

YAMAHA	
  
650	
  
BUICK	
  
LESABRE	
  

JYARJ06E74A015694	
  
1G4AN69Y9DH455322	
  

22971	
  

2003	
  

MITSUBUSHI	
  GALANT	
  

4A3AA46G53E062995	
  

21732	
  
22888	
  

2001	
  
1980	
  

DODGE	
  NEON	
  
CHEVY	
  C-‐10	
  

1B3ES46C01D213504	
  
CCG14AF335614	
  

22972	
  

1996	
  

ACURA	
  3.2	
  TL	
  

JH4KA9653TC009094	
  

23073	
  
22683	
  

1998	
  
2004	
  

HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  
YAMAHA	
  650	
  

1HGCG5650WA236354	
  
JYARJ06E74A015694	
  

22211	
  

1994	
  

FORD	
  RANGER	
  

1FTCR14U4RPA30029	
  

22411	
  
21732	
  

1999	
  
2001	
  

PONTIAC	
  GRAND	
  PRIX	
  
DODGE	
  NEON	
  

1G2WP12K2XF313539	
  
1B3ES46C01D213504	
  

22121	
  

2005	
  

FORD	
  F-‐150	
  

1FTRX12W25NA75044	
  

15136	
  
23073	
  
15866	
  
22411	
  
15945	
  
15136	
  
16855	
  
15866	
  
20234	
  
15945	
  
23174	
  
16855	
  
21456	
  
20234	
  
21402	
  
23174	
  
21816	
  
21456	
  
21684	
  
21402	
  
22362	
  
21816	
  
22723	
  
21684	
  
21951	
  

1999	
  
1998	
  
1998	
  
1999	
  
1990	
  
1999	
  
1995	
  
1998	
  
1990	
  
1990	
  
2000	
  
1995	
  
1994	
  
1990	
  
1987	
  
2000	
  
2000	
  
1994	
  
2004	
  
1987	
  
2004	
  
2000	
  
1992	
  
2004	
  
2005	
  

FORD	
  F-‐350	
  
HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  
DODGE	
  RAM	
  
PONTIAC	
  GRAND	
  PRIX	
  
FORD	
  F-‐150	
  
FORD	
  F-‐350	
  
FORD	
  E-‐250	
  
DODGE	
  RAM	
  
TOYOTA	
  	
  4RUNNER	
  
FORD	
  F-‐150	
  
MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  
FORD	
  E-‐250	
  
MERCURY	
  COUGAR	
  
TOYOTA	
  	
  4RUNNER	
  
BUICK	
  ELECTRA	
  
MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  
FORD	
  EXPLORER	
  
MERCURY	
  COUGAR	
  
KIA	
  OPTIMA	
  
BUICK	
  ELECTRA	
  
CHEVY	
  MONTE	
  CARLO	
  
FORD	
  EXPLORER	
  
CHEVY	
  S-‐10	
  
KIA	
  OPTIMA	
  
FORD	
  TAURUS	
  

1FTSW30F9XEB16467	
  
1HGCG5650WA236354	
  
3B7HF13ZXWG179041	
  
1G2WP12K2XF313539	
  
1DTDF15N0LNB24447	
  
1FTSW30F9XEB16467	
  
1FTEE14Y7SHB83625	
  
3B7HF13ZXWG179041	
  
JT3VN29VXL0003837	
  
1DTDF15N0LNB24447	
  
2MEFM74W3YX602196	
  
1FTEE14Y7SHB83625	
  
1MELM6244RH603311	
  
JT3VN29VXL0003837	
  
1G4CW5132H1432320	
  
2MEFM74W3YX602196	
  
1FMZU63E1YUA10770	
  
1MELM6244RH603311	
  
KNAGD126945347780	
  
1G4CW5132H1432320	
  
2G1WW12E049427979	
  
1FMZU63E1YUA10770	
  
1GCCS19Z4N8193762	
  
KNAGD126945347780	
  
1FAFP53U05A280981	
  

22070	
  

2002	
  

VOLVO	
  S80	
  

YV1TS92D421269444	
  

22275	
  

1996	
  

FORD	
  ECONOLINE	
  250	
  

1FTHS24HXTHA31691	
  

22535	
  

1993	
  

TOYOTA	
  COROLLA	
  

1NXAE04E5PZ079689	
  

22553	
  

1999	
  

BUICK	
  PARK	
  AVE	
  

1G4CW52K8X4624361	
  

22555	
  

1995	
  

FORD	
  CROWN	
  VIC	
  

2FALP74W2SX128671	
  

22563	
  

2000	
  

MERCURY	
  MARQUIS	
  

2MEFM75W4YX665046	
  

22642	
  

2008	
  

CHEVY	
  IMPALA	
  

2G1WU583589280146	
  

22997	
  

2006	
  

CHEVY	
  MALIBU	
  

1G1ZT51826F100518	
  

23002	
  

2005	
  

CHEVY	
  COBALT	
  

1G1AK52FX57596674	
  

23357	
  

2005	
  

FORD	
  MUSTANG	
  

1ZVFT80N355129949	
  

22391	
  

2008	
  

DODGE	
  CHARGER	
  

2B3KA43R58H277310	
  

10378	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

CADILLAC	
  DEVILLE	
  

BURNED	
  

16590	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

DODGE	
  STRATURS	
  

BURNED	
  

[2]	
  

	
  

CLASSIFIED
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AUCTION FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
VEHICLES, EVIDENCE, RECOVERED PROPERTY AND MISPLACED ITEMS
OCTOBER 17, 2015	
  
	
  

www.mississippilink.com

Auction Continueed

10823	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

DODGE	
  RAM	
  

BURNED	
  
	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

TOYOTA	
  COROLLA	
  

BURNED	
  

15716	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

DODGE	
  MAGNUM	
  

BURNED	
  

17116	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

FORD	
  F-‐150	
  

BURNED	
  

17429	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

LINCOLN	
  LS	
  

BURNED	
  

INVENTORY	
  #	
  

CAR	
  YEAR	
  

MAKE/MODEL	
  

VIN#	
  

16124	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

PONTIAC	
  GRAND	
  PRIX	
  

BURNED	
  

14540	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

NISSAN	
  MAXIMA	
  

BURNED	
  

13752	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

DODGE	
  DYNASTY	
  

BURNED	
  

13032	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

FORD	
  VISTA	
  

BURNED	
  

14710	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

CHEVY	
  CAPRICE	
  

BURNED	
  

9017	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

CHEVY	
  BISCAYNE	
  

BURNED	
  

16392	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

CHEVY	
  CHEYENE	
  

BURNED	
  

13749	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

TOYOTA	
  COROLLA	
  

BURNED	
  

14987	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

BUICK	
  ELECTRA	
  

BURNED	
  

7697	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

CADILLAC	
  DEVILLE	
  

BURNED	
  

16016	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

CHEVY	
  MONTE	
  CARLO	
  

BURNED	
  

16201	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

LEXUS	
  400	
  

BURNED	
  

7786	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

TOYOTA	
  SIENNA	
  VAN	
  

BURNED	
  

14722	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

FORD	
  F-‐150	
  

BURNED	
  

LEGAL NOTICE

14898	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

PLYMOUTH	
  BREEZE	
  

BURNED	
  

13586	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

FORD	
  F-‐150	
  

BURNED	
  

REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS
NEW FIRE STATION 20 BUILDING
CITY PROJECT NO. 15B7003.401

12545	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

HONDA	
  ACCORD	
  

BURNED	
  

12436	
  
9413	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

DODGE	
  
MFAGNUM	
  
FORD	
  
-‐150	
  

BURNED	
  

9413	
  
16672	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

FORD	
  
F-‐150	
  
LEXUS	
  
300	
  

BURNED	
  

16672	
  
7388	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

LEXUS	
  
300	
  
FORD	
  
RANGER	
  

BURNED	
  

7388	
  
16445	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

FORD	
  
RANGER	
  
BUICK	
  

BURNED	
  

16445	
  
13623	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

BUICK	
  
JEEP	
  	
  

BURNED	
  

13623	
   #	
  
INVENTORY	
  

UNKNOWN	
  
CAR	
  YEAR	
  

JEEP	
  	
  
MAKE/MODEL	
  

BURNED	
  
VIN#	
  

INVENTORY	
  
13847	
   #	
  

CAR	
  YEAR	
  
UNKNOWN	
  

MAKE/MODEL	
  
JEEP	
  
CHEROKEE	
  

VIN#	
  
BURNED	
  

13847	
  
21852	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

JEEP	
  
CHEROKEE	
  
UNKNOWN	
  

BURNED	
  

21852	
  
13445	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

UNKNOWN	
  
CHEVY	
  
PICK-‐UP	
  

BURNED	
  

13445	
  
14703	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

CHEVY	
  PAICK-‐UP	
  
HONDA	
  
CCORD	
  

BURNED	
  

14703	
  
15723	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

HONDA	
  CAARAVAN	
  
CCORD	
  
DODGE	
  

BURNED	
  

15723	
  
15067	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

DODGE	
  
CF
ARAVAN	
  
FORD	
  
-‐150	
  

BURNED	
  

15067	
  
19216	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

FORD	
  
F-‐150	
  
BUICK	
  
PARK	
  
AVE	
  

BURNED	
  

19216	
  
16056	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

BUICK	
  PSARK	
  
AVE	
  
DODGE	
  
TRATUS	
  

BURNED	
  

16056	
  
18500	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

DODGE	
  
STRATUS	
  
LANDROVER	
  

BURNED	
  

18500	
  
22870	
  

UNKNOWN	
  
2014	
  

LANDROVER	
  
VALERO	
  
SCOOTER	
  

BURNED	
  
L8YTCKPX7ES600045	
  

22870	
  
16159	
  

2014	
  
UNKNOWN	
  

VALERO	
  
SCOOTER	
  
4WHEELER	
  

L8YTCKPX7ES600045	
  
UNKNOWN	
  	
  

16159	
  
12018	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

4WHEELER	
  
GOLF	
  
KART	
  

UNKNOWN	
  	
  

12018	
  
11596	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

GOLF	
  
ART	
  
GO	
  KK
ART	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

11596	
  
11671	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

GO	
  KART	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

11671	
  
21450	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

GO	
  
KART	
  
MOTOR	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

21450	
  
4828	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

MOTOR	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

4828	
  
15188	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

MOTOR	
  

UNKNOWN	
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AUCTION FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
15188	
  
UNKNOWN	
  
MOTOR	
  
UNKNOWN	
  
22118	
  
HONDA	
  
MOTORCYCLE	
  	
  
BURNED	
  
VEHICLES,
EVIDENCE, RECOVERED PROPERTY
AND MISPLACED ITEMS
OCTOBER
17, 2015	
  
22118	
  
UNKNOWN	
  
HONDA	
  
MOTORCYCLE	
  	
  
BURNED	
  
17492	
  
SCOOTER	
  
UNKNOWN	
  
	
  

	
  

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
BUREAU OF BUILDING, GROUNDS AND
REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

12939	
  

AUCTION FOR CITY OF JACKSON ABANDONED, STOLEN, SEIZED
15657	
  EVIDENCE, RECOVERED
UNKNOWN	
  
MERCURY	
  
MARQUIS	
  
BURNED	
  
VEHICLES,
PROPERTY
AND
MISPLACED ITEMS
AUCTION
FOR
CITY
OF
JACKSON
ABANDONED,
STOLEN,
SEIZED
OCTOBER
17, 2015	
  
15269	
  
UNKNOWN	
  
HYUNDAI	
  
ELANTRA	
  
BURNED	
  
VEHICLES,
EVIDENCE, RECOVERED
PROPERTY
AND
MISPLACED ITEMS
	
  
OCTOBER
17, 2015	
  
15099	
  
CHEVY	
  
ILVERADO	
  
12436	
  
UNKNOWN	
  
DODGE	
  SM
AGNUM	
  
BURNED	
  
	
  

	
  

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

17492	
  
18789	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

9641	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

16950	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

SCOOTER	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

[8]	
  

SCOOTER	
  

UNKNOWN	
  

[8]	
  

JEEP	
  CHEROKEE	
  

BURNED	
  

BASKETBALL	
  GOALS	
  

	
  

	
  

9/24/2015, 10/01/2015, 10/8/2015
Publication	
  Dates:	
  September	
  24,	
  2015,	
  October	
  1,	
  2015	
  and	
  October	
  8,	
  2015	
  

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Sealed bids will be received at the Bureau of Building, Grounds
and Real Property Management, 501 North West Street, Suite
1401 B, Jackson, Mississippi, 39201, until 2:00:00 p.m. on
Thursday, 10/22/2015 , for:
RE:

GS# 618-040 Bridges & Infrastructure (Re-bid)
Percy Quin State Park

at which time they will be publicly opened and read. Contract
documents may be obtained from:

RE:

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
CITY OF JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
SIGN VARIANCE FOR COMFORT INN
THE JACKSON CITY COUNCIL WILL CONDUCT A
PUBLIC HEARING ON THE SIGN VARIANCE FOR
COMFORT INN TO RECEIVE CITIZEN INPUT HAS
BEEN RESCHEDULED FOR TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Professional:
Address: 		
		
Phone:		
Email:

Architectural/Engineering (A/E) firms interested in providing
these services may so indicate by furnishing the City of Jackson
seven (7) copies of a Statement of Qualification, which should
consist of the following:
1. A cover letter specifying the complete project name,
NEW FIRE STATION 20 BUILDING, CITY PROJECT, No.
15B7003.401, the name of the project manager, and the location
and address of the office to be assigned the majority of the work.
2. A resume for each principal member, the project manager,
and employee(s) of the firm anticipated to be assigned to the
project including consulting engineers. Also, provide an organizational chart and list each person’s experience and qualifications, including proof that the Project Manager is licensed as
a Mississippi Professional Architect/Engineer and that the firm
has met state licensure and certification requirements. Include a
business recovery plan in the event of a disaster.
3. Knowledge of CDBG procurement processes. Section 3 requirements, certified payroll, Davis-Bacon Act; and other reporting requirements ofCDBG funded projects.
4. A description of similar type work completed during the past
five (5) years which qualifies the consultant for this work; the cost
and schedule completion (or actual completion) of this work with
project owners reference contact information.
5. In addition to the information requested above complete Part
II of the Standard Form (SF) 330, Architect-Engineer Qualifications. This Form can be obtained at (http//www.gsa.gov/portal/
forms/download/116486).
The City will evaluate the Statements of Qualification based on
the following factors listed in their relative order of importance:
1. Experience of the firm in performing specific services and
experience in preparing architectural/engineering design and
construction projects funded by Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG).
2. Qualifications and experience of staff and consultants to be
assigned to the project based on requested scope of services,
3. Size of the firm’s professional and technical staff with respect

The Jackson Municipal Airport Authority (“JMAA”) requests Proposals (“Proposal”) for
professional services from financial management and planning consultants with experience in the field of airport financial management to support the professional financial
management staff in the development of a financial management plan, for public financing related services, and to provide highly technical consulting services on funds
management issues for JMAA.

A deposit of $50.00 is required. Bid preparation will be in accordance with Instructions
to Bidders bound in the project manual. The Bureau of Building, Grounds and Real
Property Management reserves the right to waive irregularities and to reject any or all
bids. NOTE: Telephones and desks will not be available for bidders use at the bid site.
Glenn R. Kornbrek, Bureau Director
Glenn R. Kornbrek AIA, Director
10/1/2015, 10/8/2015
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For information about advertising
in

The Mississippi Link
please call: 601-896-0084

9/24/2015, 10/1/2015

6, 2015 AT 10:00 A.M. IN COUNCIL CHAMBERS AT
THE CITY HALL BUILDING, 219 SOUTH PRESIDENT
STREET, JACKSON, MS, 39201. INTERESTED CITIZENS ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND. PLEASE
CONTACT THE SIGNS & LICENSE DIVISION (601)
960-1154 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

9/24/2015 10/01/2015

4. Resume of the firm’s current and completed projects of a similar nature.
5. Local presence of the firm within the Jackson Metro Area.

6. Equal Business Opportunity participation plan submitted with
the Statement of Qualification package.

The City reserves the right to select one (1) consultant or select
a short list of consultants from whom more information will be
required. The City reserves the right to reject any and all Statements of Qualification, discontinue Contract execution, and/or
request additional information with any party at any time prior
to final Contract execution. For any Statement of Qualification
questions, contact Lloyd Keller, Jr. at 601-960-1657, lkeller@
city.jackson.ms.us,

The City of Jackson is committed to the principle of non-discrimination in public contracting. It is the policy of the City of Jackson
to promote full and equal business opportunity for all persons
doing business with the City. As a pre-condition to selection,
each proposer shall submit a completed and signed Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) Plan with the proposal submission, in
accordance with the provisions of the City of Jackson’s Equal
Business Opportunity (EBO) Executive Order. Failure to comply
with the City’s Executive Order shall disqualify a proposer from
being awarded an eligible contract. For more information on the
City of Jackson’s Equal Business Opportunity Program, please
contact the Division of Equal Business Opportunity at 601 -9601856. Copies of the City of Jackson’s Executive Order, EBO
Plan Applications, and a copy of the program are available at
the following location: 200 South President Street, Room 223,
Jackson, Mississippi; or can be accessed on City of Jackson’s
Equal Business Opportunity webpage.

The City of Jackson hereby notifies all proposers that in compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42
U.S.C. 2000d to 2000d-4, that all proposers will be afforded full
opportunity to submit proposals in response to this invitation and
will not be discriminated against on the grounds of race, color,
national origin, or sex, in consideration for an award.

The City of Jackson, Mississippi is committed to cultivating
and ensuring the quality of life of its citizens, through various
programs, employment, initiatives, and assistance. The City of
Jackson encourages all persons, corporations, and/or entities
doing business within the City of Jackson, as well as those who
seek to contract with the City of Jackson on various projects and/
or conduct business in Jackson to assist the City of Jackson in
achieving its goal by strongly considering city of Jackson residents for employment opportunities.
Kishia L. Powell		
Director, Department of Public

Gus McCoy
Chief Administrative Officer

Terry Williamson		
Legal Counsel		
			
			

Venessa Henderson
Deputy Director
Housing & Community
Development
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LEGAL

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Burris/Wagnon Architects, P.A.
500L East Woodrow Wilson Avenue
Jackson, Mississippi 39216
601-969-7543
tara@burriswagnon.com

Glenn R. Kornbrek, Bureau Director
Glenn R. Kornbrek AIA, Director

to the services required.

Tlie City of Jackson intends to employ an Architectural/Engineering (A/E) consulting firm for a new Fire Station 20 building
(present location 4445 Medgar Evers Blvd.) with a location yet to
be determined. Statement of Qualifications will be accepted by
the City Clerk of the City of Jackson, Mississippi, until 3:30 p.m.,
Tuesday October 20, 2015. The proposed contract will include
complete Architectual/Engineering services for site selection
and development, including-, civil engineering, environmental
phase services, traffic engineering, gcotechnical/material analysis, roadway design, construction management, and other services as it relates to the design and construction of a new facility.

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR
FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES
BY THE JACKSON MUNICIPAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY
JMAA PROJECT NUMBER 012-15

at which time they will be publicly opened and read. Contract documents may be
obtained from:

A deposit of $250.00 is required. Bid preparation will be in accordance with Instructions to Bidders bound in the project manual.
The Bureau of Building, Grounds and Real Property Management reserves the right to waive irregularities and to reject any
or all bids. NOTE: Telephones and desks will not be available
for bidders use at the bid site.

legal

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
BUREAU OF BUILDING, GROUNDS AND
REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

GS# 412-184 Hail Damage Repairs (EMER) (Pkg C-Roofs)
Mississippi State Hospital

Dungan Engineering, P.A.
1574 Highway 98 East
Columbia, Mississippi 39429
601-731-2600
info@dunganeng.com

LEGAL

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Sealed bids will be received at the Bureau of Building, Grounds and Real Property
Management, 501 North West Street, Suite 1401 B, Jackson, Mississippi, 39201, until
2:00:00 p.m. on Thursday, 10/29/2015 , for:

Professional:
Address: 		
		
Phone:		
Email:

JMAA will receive Proposals to perform
the Services at the offices of JMAA, Suite
300, Main Terminal Building, JacksonMedgar Wiley Evers International Airport,
100 International Drive, Jackson, Mississippi 39208, until 3:00 p.m. central time on
October 23, 2015 (the “Deadline”).
JMAA will not consider any Proposals received after the Deadline for any reason
whatsoever. Information for Respondents
relating to this Request for Proposals
(“RFP”) is on file and open for public inspection at the offices of JMAA. The Information for Respondents contains a copy
of the RFP, General Information for Respondents, Information Required from Respondents and Criteria for Selection. Interested persons may obtain a copy of the
Information for Respondents from JMAA
by contacting Ms. Karen Hatten, JMAA’s
Procurement Specialist, as follows:
Jackson Municipal Airport Authority
100 International Drive, Suite 300 (39208)
Post Office Box 98109
Jackson, Mississippi 39298-8109

Attention: Karen Hatten, Procurement Specialist
Telephone No.: (601) 939-5631, ext. 210
Facsimile No.: (601) 939-3713
E-Mail: khatten@jmaa.com
or from JMAA’s website at www.jmaa.com/resources/rfprfb-center/.
10/1/2015, 10/8/2015
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OCTOBER 1 - 7, 2015

Jeff Martin Auctioneers

Fall Public Auto

2236 Hwy 49
Brooklyn, MS 39425
Featuring:
Hundreds of used automobiles,
trucks and vans.

PASS freight. Competitive Pay.
Dedicated
Great Benefit package. New Mack
Trucks. CDL-A 1yr exp.

PASS

Visit our website
for detailed auction information!

601-450-6200

256-432-3944

Jeff Martin MSAL #1255

Cryptogram Solution

Crossword Solution

Fall Public Auto

Fall Public Auto

Saturday,
Oct. 3rd
11 AM

Saturday,
Oct. 3rd
11 AM

Live &
Onlineg
din

Drivers, CDL-A:

Drivers: Local.

PLEASE NOTE: All items will be pictured and lotted in the order they
come in the gate. $250 cash deposit required day of auction to register to bid. Consignment deadline: October 2nd, 5 PM.

WWW.JEFFMARTINAUCTIONEERS.COM
2236 Hwy 49
Brooklyn (Hattiesburg), MS 39425

Satellite TV Difference

Home EVERY Weekend!
ALL Loaded/Empty Miles Paid! Dedicated
Southeast! Or Walk Away Lease, No Money
Down. 1-855-747-6426

Saturday,
Oct. 3rd
11 AM
Live &
Onlineg
Biddin
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2236 Hwy 49
Brooklyn, MS 39425
Featuring:
Hundreds of used automobiles,

Live &
Onlineg
din

Sudoku Solution

2236 Hwy 49
Brooklyn, MS 39425
Hundreds
© Feature
Exchange

Featuring:
of used automobiles,

© Feature Exchange

© Feature Exchange
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BANK BROOKHAVEN
OF

presents

Also sponsored
spo
by:

Additional Sponsors:

• Advance Auto Parts
• Bank of Franklin
• Brookhaven Tourism
Council
• Entergy
• First Bank
• Miller & White CPA
• Southwest EPA
• State Bank & Trust

MISSISSIPPI’S PREMIER FAMILY FESTIVAL

SATURDAY,, OCTOBER 3RD, 2015

Friday night: 6-10 p.m. • Saturday: 8 a.m. -4 p.m.
Friday Night: Live Music beginning at 6 p.m.
• Vendor previews & Food Court open
• Arts & Crafts
Saturday:
• LIVE Entertainment on the Main Stage • MS Girls for a Cure Walk/Run Event
• Kids Zone!
ALL DAY!
• Much more
• Ole Brook Festival Car Show
• Face Painting

Sponsored by:
y:
• 28 ft. Kraken Slide • Many More Rides!
• 4 station Bunjee Jump * Unlimited access
• Cliff Jump
with $10 armband
Opens at 10 a.m.

Brookhaven-Lincoln County
Chamber of Commerce 601-833-1411
www.brookhavenchamber.com

ADD
PASS
Want
The
Best
Deal
HIG
H-SPEED
Brookhaven Lincoln Co Chamber
INTERNET
On TVOle&Brook
Internet?
Festival 2x6

Get
DISH!
promotional prices
starting at only ...

19.99

$

/mo.

where available

FREE

PREMIUM CHANNELS
For 3 months.

/mo.

for 12 months.
Not eligible with Hopper.

Call Now and Save 50%

14.95

$

With qualifying packages and offers.

1-800-319-2526
Call 7 days a week 8am - 11pm EST Promo Code: MB62015

Offer subject to change based on
premium channel availability.

FREE
SAME DAY
INSTALLATION
in up to 6 rooms

CALL TODAY INSTALLED
TODAY!

where available

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Offers valid through 6/10/15 and require activation of new qualifying DISH service with 24-month commitment and credit qualification. An Early Termination fee of $20 for each month remaining wil apply if service is terminated during the first 24 months. All prices, fees,
charges, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to change without notice. PROGRAMMING DISCOUNT: Requires qualifying programming. Receive a discount for each of the first 12 months as follows: $35 per month with America’s Top 250; $30 per month with America’s Top
200; $25 per month with America’s Top 120, America’s Top 120 Plus; $15 per month with Smart Pack; $25 per month with DishLATINO Dos, DishLATINO Max; $20 per month with DishLATINO Plus; $15 per month with DishLATINO Clásico; $5 per month with DishLATINO Basico. After 12-month promotional
period, then-current monthly price applies and is subject to change. You wil forfeit discount in the case of a downgrade from qualifying programming or service disconnection during first 12 months. HD FREE FOR LIFE: Requires qualifying programming and continuous enrollment in AutoPay with
Paperless Bil ing. Additional $10/mo. HD fee is waived for life of current account. Offer is limited to channels associated with selected programming package. Qualifying programming packages are America’s Top 120 and above, DishLATINO Plus and above. You may forfeit free HD in the case of service
disconnection. PREMIUMS FREE FOR 3 MONTHS: Receive Showtime, Starz, Blockbuster @Home and Encore free for the first 3 months. You must maintain all four movie services during the promotional period. Offer value $132. After 3 months, then-current prices wil apply unless you elect to downgrade.
6 FREE MONTHS OF PROTECTION PLAN: Receive the Protection Plan free for the first 6 months. Offer value $48. After 6 months, then-current price wil apply unless you elect to downgrade. Change of Service fee wil apply if you cancel the Protection Plan during the first 6 months. DIGITAL HOME
ADVANTAGE: EQUIPMENT: All equipment remains the property of DISH at all times and must be returned to DISH within thirty days of account deactivation or you wil be charged an unreturned equipment fee ranging from $100 to $400 per receiver. Lease Upgrade fees are not deposits and are
non-refundable. Maximum of 6 leased receivers (supporting up to 6 total TVs) per account. You wil be charged a monthly equipment rental fee for each receiver beyond the first, based on model of receiver. WHOLE-HOME HD DVR: Monthly fees: Hopper, $12; Joey, $7, Super Joey, $10; second Hopper,
$12. First Hopper HD DVR receiver and up to 3 Joey receivers available for a one-time $199 Upgrade fee. $199 Upgrade fee waived at time of service activation with subscription to America’s Top 120 and above or DishLATINO Plus and above. A second Hopper HD DVR receiver is available for a one-time
Upgrade fee: $49 for a Hopper, $99 for a Hopper with Sling. With a second Hopper HD DVR receiver, one additional Joey receiver is available for a one-time $99 Upgrade fee. Hopper and Joey receivers cannot be combined with any other receiver models or types. PrimeTime Anytime and AutoHop features
must be enabled by customer and are subject to availability. With PrimeTime Anytime record ABC, CBS, FOX and NBC plus two channels. With addition of Super Joey record two additional channels. AutoHop feature is available at varying times, starting the day after airing, for select primetime shows on
ABC, CBS, FOX and NBC recorded with PrimeTime Anytime. Recording capacity varies; 2000 hours based on SD programming. Equipment comparison based on equipment available from major TV providers as of 12/01/14. Watching live and recorded TV anywhere requires an Internet-connected,
Sling-enabled DVR and compatible mobile device. On Demand availability varies based on your programming subscription. Requires Android OS 4.0 or higher to watch on an Android device and iOS 7.0 or higher to watch on iPhone or iPad. Select DVR recordings cannot be transferred. ALL OTHER
RECEIVER MODELS: Lease Upgrade fee(s) wil apply for select receivers, based on model and number of receivers. Monthly DVR and receiver fees may apply. Digital Home Advantage offer is available from DISH and participating retailers for new and qualified former DISH residential customers in the
continental United States. You must provide your Social Security Number and a valid major credit card. Participating retailers may require additional terms and conditions. The first month of DISH service must be paid at time of activation. Number of channels may decline. Local and state sales taxes and
state reimbursement charges may apply. Where applicable, monthly equipment rental fees and programming are taxed separately. Standard Professional Installation includes typical installation of one single-dish antenna configuration, typical hook-up of an eligible receiver configuration and equipment
testing. More complex installations may require additional fees; other installation restrictions apply. Prices valid at time of activation only; additional fees wil apply to upgrade after installation. Any unreturned equipment fees wil automatically be charged to your DISH account or credit or debit card
provided to DISH. DISH shall determine eligibility for this offer in its sole and absolute discretion. Programming and other services provided are subject to the terms and conditions of the Digital Home Advantage Customer Agreement and Residential Customer Agreement, available at www.dish.com
or upon request. Blackout and other restrictions apply to sports programming. All service marks and trademarks belong to their respective owners. ©2015 DISH Network L.L.C. All rights reserved. HBO®, Cinemax® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc. HBO On
Demand® and Cinemax On Demand® require compatible HD DVR receiver model. HBO GO® and MAX GO® are only accessible in the US and certain US territories where a high-speed connection is available. Minimum connection of 3 Mbps required for HD viewing on laptop. Minimum 3G connection is
required for viewing on mobile devices. Some restrictions may apply. SHOWTIME and related marks are registered trademarks of Showtime Networks Inc., a CBS Company. STARZ and related channels and service marks are property of Starz Entertainment, LLC. ESPN GamePlan, NHL Center Ice, NBA
League Pass, ESPN Full Court and MLS Direct Kick automatically continue at a special renewal rate each year provided DISH carries this service, unless you call to cancel prior to the start of the season. ESPN GamePlan, NHL Center Ice, NBA League Pass, ESPN Full Court and MLS Direct Kick are nonrefundable,
nonproratable and nontransferable once the season begins. NHL, the NHL Shield and Center Ice name and logo are registered trademarks and The Game Lives Where You Do is a trademark of the National Hockey League. NHL and NHL team marks are the property of the NHL and its teams. © NHL 2015.
All Rights Reserved. NBA, the NBA logo and team identifications are the exclusive property of NBA Properties, Inc. © 2015. All rights reserved. © 2015 NFL Enterprises LLC. NFL and the NFL Shield design are registered trademarks of the National Football League. MLS Direct Kick is a trademark of MLS.
Sling is a registered trademark of Sling Media, Inc. All new customers are subject to a one-time processing fee.
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Additional Sponsors:

• Advance Auto Parts
• Bank of Franklin
• Brookhaven Tourism
Council
• Entergy
• First Bank
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• State Bank & Trust
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SPORTS MEDICINE
Bully’s Restaurant
Fortification and I-55
3118 Livingston Road
Two Sisters Kitchen
cash & carry
707 North Congress - Jackson, MS
Capitol StreetMISSISSIPPI’S
and Monument Street
Upton
tireFESTIVAL
PREMIER
FAMILY
City Hall
Countyline
and State Street
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3RDRoad
, 2015
219 S President St
Murphy USA
Garrett Office Complex
6394 Ridgewood Rd (North Jackson)
Revell Ace Hardware
2659 Livingston Road
Terry Rd (South Jackson)
Dollar General
Rite Aid
3957 Northview Dr (North Jackson)
380atW.
Woodrow Wilson Ave
Dollar General
Friday Night: Live Music beginning
6 p.m.
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McDowell Rd
Dollar General
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Old Canton Rd
Dollar General ALL DAY!
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Dollar General
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A&I
1214 Capitol St (Downtown Jackson)
716 Roby Street - Canton, MS
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304 Briarwood Dr
• 28 ft.702
KrakenWest
Slide North
• ManyStreet
More Rides!
- Canton, MS
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Boutique Store
2855 McDowell Rd
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3355 North with
Liberty
- Canton, MS
Dollar General
Brookhaven-Lincoln
Bully’s StoreCounty
104 Terry Rd
Chamber
of Commerce
Church
Street - 601-833-1411
Canton, MS
www.brookhavenchamber.com
JJ Mobil Opens at 10 a.m.
Community Mart
Northside Drive and Flagg Chapel
743 Ruby Street - Canton, MS
JSU Student union
Fryer LaneAD
Grocery
D
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1400 J. R. Lynch Street 3.556 x 6 Martin
Luther King
HIGH-SDrive
PEED - Canton, MS
Liberty Bank and
Trust
Brookhaven
Lincoln
Co Chamber
Hamlin
Floral
INTERNDesign
ET
2325 Livingston Rd. Ole Brook Festival
285 Peace2x6
Street - Canton, MS
lumpkins bbq
Joe’s Sandwich & Grocery
182 Raymond Road
/mo. MS
507 Church Street - Canton,
where
McDade’s Market
K & K One Stop available
Northside Drive
110 West Fulton Street - Canton, MS
McDade’s Market #2
Lacy’s Insurance
promotional prices
653 Duling Avenue
PREMIUM- CHA
421atPeace
Street
Canton,
NNELS MS
starting
only ...
For 3 months.
Picadilly Cafeteria
Soul Set Barber Shop
Jackson Medical Mall
257 Peace Street - Canton, MS
/mo.Park Grocery
350 W Woodrow Wilson Avenue
Trailer
Offer subject to change based on
premium channel availability.
for 12 months.
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- Canton, MS
Not
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2875 McDowell Road
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Dollar General
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Bridge
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packages andSwinging
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Now and Save 50% With qualifying125
INSTALLATION
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Friday night: 6-10 p.m. • Saturday: 8 a.m. -4 p.m.

Want The Best Deal
On TV & Internet?

Get
DISH!

19.99

1-800-319-2526
Call 7 days a week 8am - 11pm EST Promo Code: MB62015

HAVIOR’S AUTO CARE
5495 I-55 South Frontage Road
VowelL’s Market Place
5777 Terry Road
C L I N T ON
Dollar General
807 Berkshire St - Clinton, MS
R I D G E L AN D
Rite Aid
398 Hwy 51
T erry
Mardi Gras Café
106 West Cunningham Avenue
R a ym o n d
Hinds Community College
Welcome Center
505 E. Main Street
Sunflower Grocery
122 Old Port Gibson Street,
Raymond, MS
Love Food Mart
120 E. Main Street,
Raymond, MS
Raymond Public Library
126 W. Court Street, Raymond, MS
Raymond City Hall
110 Courtyard Square, Raymond
U ti c a
Hubbard’s truck stop
Mississippi Hwy 27
Pitt Stop
101 Hwy 18 & 27
B o lt o n
Mack’s Café
103 West Madison Street
Bolton Library
Bolton City Hall

in up to 6 rooms

CALL TODAY INSTALLED
TODAY!

where available

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Offers valid through 6/10/15 and require activation of new qualifying DISH service with 24-month commitment and credit qualification. An Early Termination fee of $20 for each month remaining wil apply if service is terminated during the first 24 months. All prices, fees,
charges, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to change without notice. PROGRAMMING DISCOUNT: Requires qualifying programming. Receive a discount for each of the first 12 months as follows: $35 per month with America’s Top 250; $30 per month with America’s Top
200; $25 per month with America’s Top 120, America’s Top 120 Plus; $15 per month with Smart Pack; $25 per month with DishLATINO Dos, DishLATINO Max; $20 per month with DishLATINO Plus; $15 per month with DishLATINO Clásico; $5 per month with DishLATINO Basico. After 12-month promotional
period, then-current monthly price applies and is subject to change. You wil forfeit discount in the case of a downgrade from qualifying programming or service disconnection during first 12 months. HD FREE FOR LIFE: Requires qualifying programming and continuous enrollment in AutoPay with
Paperless Bil ing. Additional $10/mo. HD fee is waived for life of current account. Offer is limited to channels associated with selected programming package. Qualifying programming packages are America’s Top 120 and above, DishLATINO Plus and above. You may forfeit free HD in the case of service
disconnection. PREMIUMS FREE FOR 3 MONTHS: Receive Showtime, Starz, Blockbuster @Home and Encore free for the first 3 months. You must maintain all four movie services during the promotional period. Offer value $132. After 3 months, then-current prices wil apply unless you elect to downgrade.
6 FREE MONTHS OF PROTECTION PLAN: Receive the Protection Plan free for the first 6 months. Offer value $48. After 6 months, then-current price wil apply unless you elect to downgrade. Change of Service fee wil apply if you cancel the Protection Plan during the first 6 months. DIGITAL HOME
ADVANTAGE: EQUIPMENT: All equipment remains the property of DISH at all times and must be returned to DISH within thirty days of account deactivation or you wil be charged an unreturned equipment fee ranging from $100 to $400 per receiver. Lease Upgrade fees are not deposits and are
non-refundable. Maximum of 6 leased receivers (supporting up to 6 total TVs) per account. You wil be charged a monthly equipment rental fee for each receiver beyond the first, based on model of receiver. WHOLE-HOME HD DVR: Monthly fees: Hopper, $12; Joey, $7, Super Joey, $10; second Hopper,
$12. First Hopper HD DVR receiver and up to 3 Joey receivers available for a one-time $199 Upgrade fee. $199 Upgrade fee waived at time of service activation with subscription to America’s Top 120 and above or DishLATINO Plus and above. A second Hopper HD DVR receiver is available for a one-time
Upgrade fee: $49 for a Hopper, $99 for a Hopper with Sling. With a second Hopper HD DVR receiver, one additional Joey receiver is available for a one-time $99 Upgrade fee. Hopper and Joey receivers cannot be combined with any other receiver models or types. PrimeTime Anytime and AutoHop features
must be enabled by customer and are subject to availability. With PrimeTime Anytime record ABC, CBS, FOX and NBC plus two channels. With addition of Super Joey record two additional channels. AutoHop feature is available at varying times, starting the day after airing, for select primetime shows on
ABC, CBS, FOX and NBC recorded with PrimeTime Anytime. Recording capacity varies; 2000 hours based on SD programming. Equipment comparison based on equipment available from major TV providers as of 12/01/14. Watching live and recorded TV anywhere requires an Internet-connected,
Sling-enabled DVR and compatible mobile device. On Demand availability varies based on your programming subscription. Requires Android OS 4.0 or higher to watch on an Android device and iOS 7.0 or higher to watch on iPhone or iPad. Select DVR recordings cannot be transferred. ALL OTHER
RECEIVER MODELS: Lease Upgrade fee(s) wil apply for select receivers, based on model and number of receivers. Monthly DVR and receiver fees may apply. Digital Home Advantage offer is available from DISH and participating retailers for new and qualified former DISH residential customers in the
continental United States. You must provide your Social Security Number and a valid major credit card. Participating retailers may require additional terms and conditions. The first month of DISH service must be paid at time of activation. Number of channels may decline. Local and state sales taxes and
state reimbursement charges may apply. Where applicable, monthly equipment rental fees and programming are taxed separately. Standard Professional Installation includes typical installation of one single-dish antenna configuration, typical hook-up of an eligible receiver configuration and equipment
testing. More complex installations may require additional fees; other installation restrictions apply. Prices valid at time of activation only; additional fees wil apply to upgrade after installation. Any unreturned equipment fees wil automatically be charged to your DISH account or credit or debit card
provided to DISH. DISH shall determine eligibility for this offer in its sole and absolute discretion. Programming and other services provided are subject to the terms and conditions of the Digital Home Advantage Customer Agreement and Residential Customer Agreement, available at www.dish.com
or upon request. Blackout and other restrictions apply to sports programming. All service marks and trademarks belong to their respective owners. ©2015 DISH Network L.L.C. All rights reserved. HBO®, Cinemax® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc. HBO On
Demand® and Cinemax On Demand® require compatible HD DVR receiver model. HBO GO® and MAX GO® are only accessible in the US and certain US territories where a high-speed connection is available. Minimum connection of 3 Mbps required for HD viewing on laptop. Minimum 3G connection is
required for viewing on mobile devices. Some restrictions may apply. SHOWTIME and related marks are registered trademarks of Showtime Networks Inc., a CBS Company. STARZ and related channels and service marks are property of Starz Entertainment, LLC. ESPN GamePlan, NHL Center Ice, NBA
League Pass, ESPN Full Court and MLS Direct Kick automatically continue at a special renewal rate each year provided DISH carries this service, unless you call to cancel prior to the start of the season. ESPN GamePlan, NHL Center Ice, NBA League Pass, ESPN Full Court and MLS Direct Kick are nonrefundable,
nonproratable and nontransferable once the season begins. NHL, the NHL Shield and Center Ice name and logo are registered trademarks and The Game Lives Where You Do is a trademark of the National Hockey League. NHL and NHL team marks are the property of the NHL and its teams. © NHL 2015.
All Rights Reserved. NBA, the NBA logo and team identifications are the exclusive property of NBA Properties, Inc. © 2015. All rights reserved. © 2015 NFL Enterprises LLC. NFL and the NFL Shield design are registered trademarks of the National Football League. MLS Direct Kick is a trademark of MLS.
Sling is a registered trademark of Sling Media, Inc. All new customers are subject to a one-time processing fee.

Reach 2.2 Million Readers Across The State Of Mississippi

C l a s s e s -T r a i n i n g

For Rent

PRIME OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE.
Approximately 1,400 sq. ft. available
June 1. Located off I-55 in Autumn Woods
Office Park in north Jackson. 3-4 private
offices and large storage, work or conference room, separate baths, kitchenette,
reception
3.556 x 6small48
Web area. Partially furnished if
Employment- General
interested.
Dish Network Excellent neighbors. Great
space for small business or nonprofit
CAN YOU DIG IT? Heavy Equipment 2x6
association or charity. Call Monica to
Operator Career! We offer training and
arrange
a
viewing.
certifications running bulldozers, back601-981-3060,
or
e-mail
hoes and excavators. Lifetime Job
mgilmer@mspress.org.
Placement. VA Benefits Eligible! 1866-362-6497.
For Sale, Misc.
AVIATION Grads work with JetBlue,
Boeing, NASA and others - start here with
hands on training for FAA certification.
Financial aid if qualified. Call Aviation
Institute of Maintenance 866-3672510.

25 DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Learn to drive for USXpress
Earn $800 per week.
Local 15-day CDL training.
Immediate Openings!
1-800-350-7364

For more information please call: 601-896-0084

FREE

FREE

DRIVER - CDL/A
NEED CDL TRAINING?
No Out of Pocket Tuition Cost!
Earn Your CDL-A in 22 Days
and start driving with KLLM!
•We pay you while you train
•New pay increase
•Classes starting every Monday
• Refresher Course Available.
Must Be 21 Years of Age
855-378-9335 EOE
www.kllmdrivingacademy.com

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
The Mississippi Link

14.95

$

$

E m p l o y m e n t-T r u c k i n g

PASS
Stone County EDP
BBQ Blues
2x6 9/27/2015

Also sponsored
spo
by:

CHURCH FURNITURE: Does your
church need pews, pulpit set, baptistery,
steeple, windows? Big Sale on new cushioned
pews
and
pew
chairs.
1-800-231-8360. www.pews1.com
OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR.
InogenOne - Regain Independence.
Enjoy Greater Mobility. NO more Tanks!
100% Portable Long-Lasting Battery.
Try it RISK-FREE! For Cash Buyers
Call 1-800-998-1672.
REDUCE YOUR CABLE BILL!
Get
a whole home satellite system installed at
NO COST and programming starting at
$19.99/month. FREE HD/DVR upgrade to
new callers, so CALL NOW.
1877-381-8004.

Services-Misc.

CANADA DRUG CENTER is your choice
for safe and affordable medications. Our
licensed Canadian mail order pharmacy
will provide you with savings of up to 75
percent on all your medication needs.
Call today 1-800-823-2564 for $10.00
off your first prescription and free shipping.
Starting at $19.99/mo.
3.556 x 6DIRECTV
48 Web
FREE Installation. FREE 3 months of HBO
Stone County
EDP
SHOWTIME CINEMAX, STARZ. FREE
BBQHD/DVR
Blues Upgrade! 2015 NFL Sunday
Events
Ticket Included (Select Packages) New
2x6 9/27/2015
TRASH AND TREASURES ALONG THE Customers Only. CALL 1-800-215-6713.
TENN-TOM. 50+ miles of yard sales in DISH NETWORK – Get MORE for
Tishomingo County, MS. Friday-Saturday, LESS! Starting $19.99/month (for 12
October 2-3. Highway 25 North/South months.) PLUS Bundle & SAVE (Fast
and Highway 72 W. to Burnsville. Monroe Internet for $15 more/month.) CALL Now
County included. 800-386-4373.
1-800-319-2526.

Services-Misc.
GOT KNEE PAIN? Back Pain? Shoulder
Pain? Get a pain-relieving brace. Little or
no cost to you. Medicare patients call
Health Hotline Now! 1-800-507-6576
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS. Unable to work? Denied benefits?
We can help! WIN or pay nothing! Start
your application today! Call Bill Gordon
& Associates. 1-800-706-3616.
WANTED 10 EXISTING HOMES that
need METAL ROOFS, SIDING OR WINDOWS for fall brochure. Save hundreds!
Payments $59/month. No money down,
EZ financing. Senior/Military discounts.
Call Now!! 866-668-8681.

STUMP

GRINDING
Visit our website
www.stumpsunlimited.com

Craig Sterling

601-248-9399
Place Your Classified
Ad
STATEWIDE
In 103 Newspapers!
To order, call your
local newspaper or
MS Press Services at
601-981-3060.

STATEWIDE RATES:
Up to
1 col.
1 col.
1 col.

25 words...........$210
x 2 inch.............$525
x 3 inch.............$800
x 4 inch...........$1050

Nationwide
Placement:
MPS can also place your ad
nationwide with convenient
one call/one bill service.
Call MPS at 601-981-3060 for
rates in other states.

Week of September 27, 2015
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2015 CURE SICKLE CELL ANNUAL 5K WALK/RUN/RIDE
Sunday • September 27, 2015 • Downtown Jackson
photos by Jay Johnson
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Alcorn State overcomes slow start Bulls star Derrick Rose
out two weeks after
to defeat Concordia College 40-7
eye socket surgery
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Despite a slow offensive
start in the first half, the Alcorn State University Braves
(2-0, 3-1) picked up the pace
in the second half to defeat the
Concordia College Hornets
(0-3) 40-7.
Marquis Warford was responsible for the Braves’ two
first half scores with an 8-yard
rushing touchdown in the first
quarter and a 62-yard touchdown on a pass from John
Gibbs Jr. to give the Braves a
13-0 lead going into the second half.
The Braves came out swinging in the third quarter. Darryn
Ragsdale, who finished the
game with 137 rushing yards,
finessed his way through the
Hornets’ defense for an 85yard rushing touchdown to
put the Braves up 19-0. A few
plays later, Gibbs completed
a 69-yard touchdown pass to
Jordan Payne to add to the
lead.

Aaron Baker kept
the Braves’ momentum going in the
fourth quarter with
a 1-yard touchdown
run. Backup quarterback Lenorris Footman threw a 43-yard
touchdown pass to
Jordan Payne for his
second
touchdown
of the game to put
the Braves up 40-0.
The Hornets avoided
a shut out with a 32yard touchdown pass
from Jarvis Chambers
to Marquis Wade for
their only score of the
game.
The Braves will
travel to Little Rock, Arkansas to take on Arkansas-Pine
Bluff next Saturday at 4 p.m.
Braves fans are encouraged
to log on to alcornsports.com
for the latest news, scores and
updates on Alcorn State athletics.

By Andrew Seligman
AP Sports Writer

Fans can also access the
latest information on Alcorn
State athletics through social media by following @
BRAVESSPORTS on Twitter,
@alcornstatesports on Instagram or liking the Facebook
page at Facebook.com/AlcornStateSports

CHICAGO - The Chicago
Bulls find themselves in a familiar spot, waiting for Derrick
Rose to return from surgery.
This time it is his left eye
socket on the mend and not one
of his troublesome knees. And
his time away should be much
shorter.
Rose had surgery to repair a
left orbital fracture Wednesday,
one day after he was elbowed in
the face by one of his teammates
during practice.
Coach Fred Hoiberg said
the operation at Rush University Medical Center in Chicago
“went as expected” and the team
said Rose should be able to resume “basketball activities” in
two weeks - about two weeks
before the Oct. 27 opener against
Cleveland,
“It’s unfortunate that he won’t
be able to be a part of most of
training camp and preseason,”
Pau Gasol said. “It’s useful time
for any team, to get teams on
track, set the foundation for the
new season - especially with a
new philosophy, new coach.”
Hoiberg said Rose will be
able to attend practices and run,
and he should be able to pick up
the offense under his new coach
simply by observing.
“We don’t know how much
he’ll be able to do even while

he’s in recovery mode,
but he still will be here,
learning,”
Hoiberg
said. “So we’ll go as
expected as far as put- rose
ting our stuff in. We
added a few new actions today and guys seemed to
be picking things up well.”
Hoiberg said the 2011 NBA
MVP was injured after making a
“great baseline drive” and passing to the corner during Tuesday’s practice.
Dr. Christine Nelson, an eye
specialist and professor with the
University of Michigan Health
System who is not handling
Rose’s case, said she often recommends up to six weeks off,
especially for patients whose
activities put them at risk for
another eye injury. But she said
athletes eager to return to play
could probably do so safely in
less time by wearing a face mask
or goggles.
The last thing the Bulls needed
was their star point guard going
down on the first day of practice.
The Bulls return virtually intact after winning 50 games and
losing to LeBron James and the
Cleveland Cavaliers in the Eastern Conference semifinals.
Management did make a big
change on the sideline by replacing hard-driving, defensiveoriented coach Tom Thibodeau
with Hoiberg.

AP Photo/Joe Lewnard

They believe Hoiberg will do
a better job distributing minutes
and easing the load, which in
turn will result in a fresher team
in the playoffs.
A big key, of course, is Rose’s
health.
He missed all of the 201213 season after tearing his left
ACL during the first round of
the 2012 playoffs, and played
only 10 games two years ago
after tearing the meniscus in his
right knee. He also had a minor
procedure on the right knee late
last season, and the same old
questions continue to hover over
him. Can he stay healthy? And
can he consistently perform at
an elite level?
“This team’s in good spirits,”
Joakim Noah said. “Things like
that happen. It’s not the end of
the world, and I know he’s gonna come in and help lead this
team.”
Hoiberg said Rose was “still
in great spirits” when they spoke
Tuesday night.
“He had a really good day going until he caught an unfortunate elbow,” Hoiberg said. “He’s
still in a great place. It’s just getting through this.”

WRTM-FM SMOOTH 100.5 FM, IS JACKSON’S URBAN RHYTHM AND BLUES
STATION PLAYING FAMILIAR FAVORITES FROM THE 70’S, 80’S AND 90’S. TUNE
IN TO HEAR JUST THE RIGHT MIX OF BLUES AND TODAY’S BIGGEST HITS.

ENTERTAINMENT
www.mississippilink.com
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Poets in Autumn tour comes to Redeemer Church

By Stephanie R. Jones
Contributing Writer
You could hear a pin drop as
poets began to speak and perform at Redeemer Church.
A crowd of nearly 400 mostly
college-age students packed the
sanctuary at Redeemer on Northside Drive for the Jackson stop
of the tour of Poets in Autumn.
Their attention was so focused
on the message.
Poets in Autumn is a tour
group of four spoken word artists
who travel the country spreading
a message that resonates with
young people with a spiritual
mindset. They talk about issues
that many young people deal
with in a way that their generation can understand while keeping to a spiritual-based message.
Spoken word artists Janette …
IKZ, Ezekiel, and Preston Perry
and his wife Jackie Hill Perry
captivated the audience as they
shared their testimonies about
life challenges they have faced,
from molestation and abuse, to
addiction in families, to coming
of age issues they dealt with such
as masturbation, sexual identity,
and decisions on premarital sex.
The event was organized by
Synergy Nights, headed by Maranda Joiner, and Reformed University Fellowship at Jackson
State University.
It coincided with Synergy
Nights’ second anniversary. The
group brings to Jackson a mix of
jazz performances, spoken word,
painting and singing and open
mic performances, Joiner said.
She said she was thrilled with
the turnout of the event this
month, saying she had no idea so
many people would show up.
The artists who performed are
members of The Passion of The

laleel Exson and Maranda Joiner

Preston and Jackie Hill Perry
Christ ministry.
The words were often raw
and straight to the point. Preston
Perry recited his work “Necrophilia,” which is about bond-

Janette IKZ and Ezekiel
age to sex. “I grew up a pervert,
sex became my fix,” Perry said.
“I slept with the dead hundreds
of time,” he added, referring to
people whose names he didn’t

remember or who were not even
alive in his young mind.
Perry and wife talked about
their lives being transformed
through
involvement
with

church and study of the gospel.
Janette … IKZ, who has a
huge online following, shared
her experience of being molested as a young girl and learning

to deal with men in later life. She
said she and her husband did not
sleep together before marriage.
Throughout the performances,
which included readings and
skits, the message was that adversity can be overcome, life
choices do not have to hold one
back always. It also was that one
doesn’t have to go along with the
crowd during times when images
prevail in media and otherwise
that anything goes.
Those in attendance said the
messages of evening got through
to them.
Anika Ellis, a JSU student,
said worldly messages are everywhere and young people are told
that everything goes. “Everyone
thinks it is supposed to happen
that way because they don’t have
guidance,” said Ellis, who with
her friend Tiara Jones learned of
the event in Bible study.
The performers, she said,
spoke in “our language, saying
what others are embarrassed to
say. Poetry allows them to say
what other won’t.”
April Rollins, a JSU graduate
student, was one of the lead-in
performers who recited her poetry at the event. She said she
was excited that the tour came to
Jackson.
“I discovered them on Youtube about three years ago and
when I heard they were coming
to Jackson I knew I would be
here. They are great. The message of the performances is awesome.”
Stephanie R. Jones can be
reached at srjones13@gmail.
com or (601) 454-0372.
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Book Review:
“Mixed
Me!”
Taye Diggs
by

Illustrated by Shane W. Evans
Feiwel and Friends / An Imprint
of Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group
$17.99 • 40 pages

By Kam Williams
Book Reviewer
“Mike has awesome hair.
He has lots of energy! His
parents love him. And Mike
is a perfect blend of the two
of them. Still, Mike has to
answer lots of questions
about being mixed. And he
does, with lots of energy
and joy in this charming
story about a day in the life

of a mixed-race child.”
- Excerpted from the
Bookjacket:
A few years ago, actor Taye Diggs and artist
Shane Evans collaborated
on “Chocolate Me,” a children’s book about a little
boy who was teased by his
friends about having skin
the color of dirt and hair
that made him look like he

was scared.
The illustrated best-seller
received critical acclaim
for its sensitive treatment
of the emotional impact of
taunting on the young mind
of an impressionable black
child.
Now, Taye and Shane are
back on behalf of biracial
and any other kids of mixed
ancestry with a story high-

lighting Mike’s struggle to
fit in.
A medium-complexioned
boy with a ginormous orange afro, he’s being bullied at school by classmates
who called him “Mixed-Up
Mike.”
They also make fun of
the fact that his parents supposedly don’t match, since
one is much darker-skinned

Sudoku

The challenge is to fill every row across, every column down, and every
3x3 box with the digits 1 through 9. Each 1 through 9 digit must appear
only once in each row across, each column down, and each 3x3 box.

than the other.
Fortunately, Mike’s parents have prepared their
son for this sort of mistreatment. And he responds by
saying that he isn’t mixedup but a “just right” and
“beautiful blend of dark
and light.”
An uplifting affirmation
of the notion that mixed
lives matter, too.

Diggs and Evans

Crossword Puzzle

© Feature Exchange

ACROSS
1. Gasp
5. Gown
9. Threesome
11. Famous cookies
12. Capital of Ghana
13. Puff
14. That girl
15. Toward
17. Term of affection
18. Hogan
20. Zealously
22. Lick
23. Army guy
24. Container
27. Dry
29. Hanging knot hangman’s rope
31. Young Men’s Christian
Association
32. Boys’ counterparts
33. Ribbon tie
34. Dregs

DOWN
1. Parent groups
2. Flex
3. Naughty or __ (what Santa
checks)
4. Sticky black substance
5. Scrap
6. City
7. Chest
8. Sports channel
10. Seeing
16. Looking at
18. Us
19. Wyoming (abbr.)
20. Destiny
21. Tales
22. “You can’t eat just one” brand
24. Ripped up
25. Island
26. Loch __ monster
28. Dit’s partner
30. Cooking fat
© Feature Exchange

(For puzzle answer keys, see page 17)

Cryptogram

A cryptogram is a puzzle where a sentence is encoded by substituting the
actual letters of the sentence with different letters. The challenge of the
puzzle is to ‘decode’ the sentence to reveal the original English sentence.
We have provided a few of the decoded letters to help get you started.

Hint: Quote by Winnie The Pooh

© Feature Exchange
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piggly wiggly
SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 6, 2015

225 Meadowbrook Rd.
JACKSON, MS
2875 McDowell Rd.
JACKSON, MS

110 East Academy
Canton, MS
1150 East Peace St.
Canton, MS

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

No Cards Needed To
Shop Our Low Prices

the price you see is the price
you pay at the register.
www.pigglywigglyms.com
FRESH

SOLD IN TWO PACK

GROUND
BEEF
$ 79

SAVE ON

SMALL PORK
SPARE RIBS
$ 99

2

FRYER
LEG QUARTERS
$ 99

1

FAMILY PACK, PER LB.

3

PER LB.

USDA CHOICE BEEF

FRESH LEAN

10 LB. BAG

SAVE ON

NEW YORK
STRIP STEAK

BOSTON BUTT
PORK ROAST

FRYER
DRUMMETTES

$ 99

$ 29

$ 59

8

1

PER LB.

2

PER LB.

FAMILY PACK

USDA CHOICE BEEF

PORK
STEAKS

BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST

BONELESS
CHUCK STEAK

$ 79

$ 99

$ 59

SAVE ON

HUNT'S

1

3

SAVE ON

1

TROPICANA
PUNCH

1

24 OZ. CAN

$ 00

$ 00

1

59 OZ.

$ 00

FRESH PRODUCE
SWEET GOLD / RED MICHIGAN

FRESH TANGY

APPLES

2

SAVE ON FRESH EXPRESS

SALAD MIX

$ 00

4
NATURE'S

GREENS

/4

MUSTARD, KALE, COLLARD, 16 OZ.

2 $

SPREAD
MARGARINE
...............................
1 LB. QTRS.

PIGGLY WIGGLY

BISCUITS

89
2$
/1
¢

5 CT. BUTTER FLAVOR / TEXAS STYLE ......
PIGGLY WIGGLY

SHREDDED
$ 79
CHEESE
.....................................

1

8 OZ.

ASSORTED

YOPLAIT
2$
YOGURT
....................................

/1

4 - 6 OZ.

SAVE ON

TROPICANA
$ 00
PUNCH
......................................

1

FRESH FROZEN

/99

$ 99

EACH

BLUE BONNET

59 OZ.

LIMES

3 LB. BAG

1

FAMILY PACK, PER LB.

SPAGHETTI SAUCE

15.5 - 16 OZ. CAN

12 OZ.

4

PER LB.

BUSH'S
CHILI BEANS

DAIRY & FROZEN
DEPARTMENTS

PER LB.

USDA CHOICE BEEF

PER LB.

1574 West Government Blvd.
BRANDON, MS
Crossgates Shopping
Village

¢

ZIPPER PEAS,
BUTTER PEAS
OR........................................
BABY LIMAS $ 99
2 LB.

FRESH RUSSET

POTATOES

1

4 LB. BAG

$ 49

PIGGLY WIGGLY

POTATOES

2
$ 79
1

STEAK, CRINKLE CUT, STRAIGHT
FRIES, POTATO PUFFS, 28 - 32 OZ. .........
SELECT

SEAPAK
$ 99
SHRIMP
...................................
9 - 18 OZ.

5

